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Abstact:

Investigations into mereology, an axiomadc theory of the part-whole relation, often involve

attempts to answers both the Composition Question and the Simple Question. An answer to

the Composition Question will determine under what conditions some objects compose (i.e.,

are the parts of) an object. An answer to fhe Simple Question will determine what the

necessary and sufficient conditions âre for an object to be a mereological simple (i.e., an

object that has no proper parts). Defenders of cetain answers to the Composition Question,

hold that there might not be any simples; however, if there âre no simples, then the wodd is

made of gunky objects, which are objects such that all of their proper parts also have proper

parts.

If one hopes to answet either the Composition Question or the Simple Question,

then they are committed to the hypothesis that the world has an Intrinsic Mereological

Structure (IMH), which entails that the world is made of simples or gunk. In this thesis I

argue that there is good reason to think that there are neither simpies nor gunk, so there is

good reason to think that IMH is false and that there are no correct answers to the

Composition Question or the Simple Question.
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Fact, Fiction, and Mereology

"Patting is such sweet sorrov/." 
- 

Shakespeare

1. Introduction

Consider the sentence "The Morlocks feast upon the Eloi." The ptoposition expressed by

this sentence, concerning the dietary habits of fictional creâtures inhabiting a fi.ctional futute

Earth, is different from propositions concerning the Eiffel tower, your breakfast, and all the

world's giraffes. This is because the Morlocks, the Eloi, and the world they inhabit are

creatures of fiction. Thefu existence is bound to a fictional work, The Time Machine, wtitten by

H.G. Wells. In The Time Machina, the Morlocks are ascribed a host of properties. Most

notably, they are said to feed upon the hapless Eloi, who occrlpy the Earth's sr¡rface. Unlike

the Eiffel tower, these Motlocks do not exist anywhete in space and time; however, given
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that the Eiffel tower's existence in France from 1887 to the present day is what makes claims

about it true, the following question arises: What makes it true that the Morlocks eat the

Eloi? The cursory answer to this question is that the proposition expressed by "The

Morlocks feast upon the Eloi" is lrue in fction because The Time Machine, a piece of fi.ction,

specifies the televant details about the Morlocks and the Eloi. \,)Øhat truth in fiction amounts

to will be discussed later, but now consider the sentence "Al1 Souis College is a patt of the

University of Oxford."

The proposition exptessed by this sentence does not, like the previous one, seem

true in fiction. It seems true sinplidnr. More importantly, it seems to express a true

proposition about the relation being a part of that All Souls Coilege bears to the University of

Oxford. If the proposition is true, then there must be an object, All Souls College, and an

object, the University of Oxford. In addition, there must be a reladon being a part of rhat AL

Souls College bears to the University of Oxford. The relation of patts to wholes (i.e., the

parthood relation) that this sentence alleges ,A.ll Souls College bears to the Univetsity of

Oxford is the subject mâtter of mereology, which ajms to provide an aúomatic tteatment of

the parthood relation.

At fust glance, there seems to be little that the two propositions offered above have

in common. They are both expressed by sentences that share certain gramrrrancù similarities

(e.g., verbs, names, definite articles), but the subject mâtter of these propositions seems

strikingly different. The fust sentence concerns the content and chatacters of a science

fiction novel, whjle the other reports z fact about a well-reputed educational institution. In

this thesis, I will argue that there is good reason to view these propositions as importantly

related. This is because both sentences, properþ understood, fail to report facts about the

wodd. Instead, they express propositions that are true only in fiction. Just as the proposition
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expressed by "The Motlocks feast upon the Eloi" is true only in the fiction of The Tirne

Machine, the proposition exptessed by"'Ali Souls College is a part of the University of

Oxford" is true only in cefiain mereological fictions. Despite t1re absence of any canonical

text speci$ring the details of our everyday mereological ficdons, this sentence and all others

that claim that mereological relations hold among material objects are nevertheless fictitious.

This is, of course, a contentious claim. Talk of parts and wholes is ubiquitous ln ouÍ

Ianguage and bound tightly to our view of the physical world. Still, the ubiquity of parts and

wholes in language and thought should not be taken as evidence that facts about parthood

are stitched into the fabric of reùtty. Furthermore, the denial of the existence of

mereological facts is not a denial of the usefulness or of the intelligtbility of discourse about

pans and wholes. It is only the denial that there are, strictly speaking, facts about parts and

wholes. By 'strictly speaking' I mean that, if one knew all the facts about the world, one

would not know that AII Souls College is a part of the University of Oxford or that my hand

ís zpa:,t of my arm. Strictly speaking, there are no facts of this type. Phìlosophers who assett

that there are facts about parts, wholes, and other mereological posits support what I v¡ill call

the Intrinsic Mereological lþpothesis (IMH). They maintain that there are mereological facts in

(or about) the world.

There 
^re 

many positions that entail the truth of IMH. Nihilists hold that the wotld's

mereological facts are exhausted by facts about simplesl (mereological atoms that have no

proper parts2), whjle others hold that there are, in fact, no simples. Some, dubbed

1 Nililism is defended in Rosen and Dorr (2002), Dorr (2002), Dorr (2005), and Unger (1979).

2 -å.ccording to classical mereology, there are two types of parts: proper parts, u/hich are not identical to

composite objects; and improper parts, which all objects have, since the improper part of. 
^fly 

object is just the

object itself.
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'Otganicists', assert that the onty objects that have proper parts are living organisms.3 In

addition, Universalists assert that all objects compose further objects (or 'fusions).4 For

example, all the giraffes, gazebos, and graveyards of the wodd compose a fusion (i.e., a

composite object that has all giraffes, alJ, gazebos, and alJ, graveyards as parts). Most

Universalists about composition also maintain that the world could be made of gunk

(something every proper p^ft of which itself has a proper pârt). A feature common to all

these positions is that they can be true only if IMH is true.

In part, my skepticism about IMH is motivated by the apparent futility of the

disputes between Nibì-Iists, Universalists, and Otganicists; however, this skepticism is only a

motivation. It falls far short of counting as an ârgument. That said, in order to gtound this

skeptìcism, I wiII offer one rather large argument against IMH: I will argue that we have

good reason to deny that both simples and gunk exist. This denial entails the falsity of IMH.

If IMH is true, then objects are either composed of simples, composed of gunk,

composed of some simples and some gunk, or are themselves simple. As a result, if thete is

good reason to think that there are neither simples nor gunk, then there is good reason to

think that IMH is false. Before arguing against the eústence of simples and gunk, I explain

what exactly simples and gunk are in Chapter 2 (Section 1) and Chapter 3 (Section 1). I then

present my case against the existence of simples in the remainder of Chapter 2 and a panllel

case against the existence of gunk in Chaptet 3. If the arguments offered against both

simples and gunk are compelling, then IMH is false.

3 I follow Dorr (2005) in employing the term 'Organicism'. See van Inwagen (1990) for a defense of
Organicism ¿nd Merricks (2001) for a defense of limited Organicism (or perhaps Ànthrocism), which holds
that the only composite objects are persons.

a Universalism is defended in Lervis (1986) and (i991) as well as in Sider (1993) and (2001).
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This strategy for attacking the assumpdon that the world has aÍt intrinsic

mereological structu.re is by no means novel. In the Second ,A.ntimony of Prue Reason, I(ant

ârgues that the world is made up of indivisible entities and also that the world is infinitely

divisible.s In light of this contradiction, I(ant maintains that the world is neither atomic (such

that all objects have simples as parts) nor gunky (such that all objects have proper parts).

transcendental idealism is not a position I vrill endorse. S'ìll, faced with the falsity of IMH,

talk about material objects must somehow be made intelligible without presupposing the

existence of mereological facts.

With this lacuna in mind, after outlining my case against mereological facts I will

indicate how we can get by without taking mereology seriously. ,\s mendoned above, this

strategy will center upon the notion of truth in fiction and the fictitious character of

mereology. In Chapter 4 I develop a frctionalist strategy for deaLing with mereological claims.

To this end, I outline the general character of fictionalism about various types of objects and

propose that a distinction between quantification and existence be adopted.

Before making my case against simples and gunk and developng u thoroughgoing

mereological fictionalism, it will be of use to fust get clear on the central theses of mereology

and the nature of IMH.

2. A Brief History of Mereology

Mereology can be conceptualized in one of two wâys. In the fitst wa|, mereology, often

refetred to as "classical extensional mereology," is an axiomatic theory that attempts to

provide a systematic understanding of the parthood relation. One of the first aúomatic

5 See van Cleve (1981) for a discussion of the mereological implicadons of the Second Àntinomy.
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treatments of meteology wâs outlined in Foundarions of a General Theory of Manfolds by

Stanislaw Leéniewski and was developed further in Nelson Goodman and Henry Leonard's

"Calculus of Individuals" and Goodman's later wotk The Slructare of Appearanrs. These

systems vàry rrr theit axioms, notadon, and existential commitments, but t1le central elements

of these and any other mereological system remain latgely constant. In general, axioms of

reflexivity, antisymmetry, and transitivity are held to properþ charactenze the pathood

relation:

('\.1) VxPxx

(A.2) Y xV1Qxy n x *y) --+ '-¡PJ/x

Reflexivity

Antisymmetry6

(,{ 3) VxVTVi €^y ^ 
P7¡) -+ Pxi Transitivity

Investigations into mereology as art axiomatic theory have led to advances in

topology, logic, and set theory. In particular, David Lewis's efforts to formulate set theory by

using the mereological framework have led to noteworthy advances in the foundations of

mathematicr.t Thir way of viewing mereology as solely a formal language poses no giaring

ptoblems for metaphysicians; however, when mereology takes the matenal wotld as its

subject matter, the nature of the parthood relation has proven rathet controversial.s

6 The axiom of Àntisymmetry can also be formulated as follows: V xV1px1 nPlx) ---+ x = 1.
7 See I-ewis (1991).

8 Questions regarding the application of mereology to ontological categories other than that of material objects

are taken up in McDaniel (2004) and Uzquiano (forthcoming). For present purposes, these issues will not be
discussed. The version of IMH I will argue against holds onÌy that the category of material object has an

intrinsic mereolog'ical structüe. There may be other ontological câtegories that have an int¡insic mereolog'ical

structure. In fact, there are good reasons offered in Lewis (1991) to think that set theory can be formulated by
emploþg only mereology and an appropriate prirnitive. See also Pa,n Q002) for a case in favou¡ of holding
properties to have an i¡trinsic mereological struchlre.
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This second way in which mereology consdtutes art are of inqutry is as a

metaphysical investigation into what sorts of things have parts Much of contemporary

'metaphysical' mereology is bound up with questions of what sorts of things eúst. This is

because much of the recent work on mereology has focused on the Comþosilion pueslion.e The

Composition Question is the following: What necessâry and sufficient conditions must some

objects, the xs, satis$r in order for it to be the case that there is an object composed of the

xs? Investigations into the Composition Question attempt to complete the following

biconditional tn a non-trivial, finite, reductive manner and in doing so answer the

Composition Question: Neæssariþ, the xs are parts of an objecQ f and onþ tf 

- 

.

Intuitively, everyday things like umbrellas, giraffes, and gzzebos have parts (e.g.,

handles, necks, and decks). But many metaphysicians reject these intuitive assumptions. For

the most part, answers to the Composition Question can be located on the following

spectrum. A.t one end of the spectrum there are people who maintain minimal answers to

the Composition Question, where 'minimal' refers to the quantity of objects posited in the

world. The most minimal ans\¡/er is offered by Nihi/i:r:, who hold that the xs composey if

and only if there is one xand xis identicalwtthy Âccording to the Nihlist, only simples

exist and these simples compose only themselves; therefore, things like umbrellas, gry.affes,

and gazebos do not exist. Instead of umbrellas, giraffes, and gazebos, there are only simples

arrangedumbrella-wise, simples arangedgiraffe-wise, and simples aranged gazebo-wise.to

lWhile the Nihilist's position is strikingly counterintuitive, there are considerations

that count in its favour. These considerations revolve around the conceptual difficulties

e In what follows I am interested primarily in the Special rather than the General Composition Question. Both
are discussed in van Inwagen (1990). For this reâson, I omit the "Special" prefix.

r0 Lowe (199ó) actually defends the view that persons are simples. See Olson (1998) for a cdtical discussion of
Lowe's position.
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found in offedng a principled distjnction befween things people commonly think of as

objects and things few people would be inclined to think of as objects. Take, for example, a

chair and a mug. Most sensible people would aff:rm that these things ate objects in good

standing. Now consider a mug placed upon a chair. Do the mug and chair compose a fi¡rther

object: chair-mug? Providing a principled reason for holding chairs and mugs to be obiects,

while denying that a chair-mug is an object has proven diffrcult and, in response, the Nihilist

holds the ontological stâtus of the chair, mug, and ch¿ir-mug to be the same: the Nihjlist

denies t}rat any of them exist. So, for parsimony's sake and for othet reasons, Nihilists reject

commitment to any objects above and beyond meteological simples, which are commonly

held to be microphysical particles.ll

To be fair, much of Nihilism's support emerges from the faüings of the other

positions that occupy the mereological spectrum. The opposing pole on the spectrum is

(Jniuersalism, which holds that any xs compose an objectl, no matter what the xs ate or how

the ¡s aÍe 
^rranged. 

The virtues of Universalism, as fat as our intuitions are concerned,

outweigh those of Nihilism. Universalists affrrm the existence of umbtellas, giraffes, and

gazebos. Universalism, unlike Nihilism, is also consistent with the possibility that everything

in the world has proper pats (i.e., that gunk eústs).

The intuitive diffrculry with Universalism is that, in preserving th. existence of

umbrellas, giraffes, and gazebos, the Universalist is comrnitted to the existence of an object

that has all umbrellas, all giraffes, and aü. gazebos as pârts. Objects of this sort might be

counterinfuidve to countenance; but, in the eyes of many, accepting their existence is

prefetable to the objectual famine entailed by Nihilism'

1r See Unger (1979) for several ¡oiîe¡-based arguments against the existence of composite objects not suweyed

here.
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,A. moderate position, located between Nihilism and Universalism on the

mereological spectrum, ís Organicitm, which offers a specific and restricted answer to the

Composition Question. Otganicism holds that simples compose an object if and only if they

are involved in the existence of a living otganism. This is a resüj.cted view of composition,

since it holds that only living organisms and simples populate the universe. In compadson to

Nihilism and Universalism, Organicism view is slightly less counterintuitive. People and

gþaffes exist, but umbrellas and gazebos do not; all there 
^re ^te 

simples arranged umbrell¿-

wise and simples arranged gazebo-wise, since umbrellas and gazebos ate not living

organisms. The existence of fusions of disparate objects is also denied by Organicists,

provided that such fusions are not otganisms.

Despite the appeal of Organicism's coherence with out intuitions about objects, it

faces several difficulties upon closer scrutiny. Not only does Organicism deny the existence

of commonly accepted objects like tables and chairs, it also entails that thete can be only a

vague ânsv/er to certain questions about whether an object is part of a composite object or

not. This is because, as vafl Inwagen admits, it is not clear when certain things âctuâlly

participate in the activity of an orgarism. Markosian puts this point as follows:

[C]onsider some simples that would ordinarily be taken to compose a carbon

atom. Suppose those simples get ingested by a woman drinking tea, so that

they are eventually absorbed into het bloodstream. At precisely what instant

does it come to be the case that those simples ate caught up in that v/omân's

Iife?12

Concerns of this sort seem to indicate that this restricted yiew of composition leads

to a vague answer to the Composition Question. ,A. vague ânsv/er is arguably an unacceptable

one. Lewis, n On The Pluralitlt of LY/orlds, says the following: "If composition obeys 
^vagve

restricd.on, then it must sometimes be 
^ 

v^gùe matter whether composition takes place or

12 Markosian (2005) p. 1a.
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not. ¿{.nd that is impossible."l3 This impossibiJity, which entails that existence is a vague

matter, is considered by many to be good reason to reject Organicism.la

A second moderate answer to the Composition Question is defended by Brutalists

about composition.tu Brutalism about compostion holds that "There is no true, non-trivial,

and finitely long answer to [the Composition Question]."16 This answer to the Composition

Question is at odds with reductive answers, which attempt to explain inst¿nces of

composition in non-mereological terms.

The motivations for Brut¿lism include (a) the unsatisfactory chancter of othet

answers to the Composition Question and þ) the difficulties that result from attempting to

deny The Doclrine of the Mereological Circle, according to which no mereological concept is

capable of analysis in terms of concepts outside of the mereological circle (where the

mereological circle is the cluster of mereological concepts including pârt, whole, etc.). The

merits of Brutalism are difficult to assess, but a position analogous to Brutalism will be

discussed later with the hopes of determining whether Brutalism in mereology is an

accepøble ot defensible position.

Having outlined the responses to the Composition Question, it should be apparent

that those who endorse Nihilism, Universalism, and any views of composition falling

between the two are comrnited to IMH. For, on all of these views, there is some

mereological fact about when, if ever, the xs compose an object. But endorsing IMH

requires more than an answer to the Composition Question, since the Simple Question must

also be answered.

13 Lewis (1986) p.212.

la See Nolan (forthcoming) for an argument âgainst Lewis's claim that composition cannot be a vague matter.

15 See Markosian (1998b).

1ó lbid. p.214.
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Investigatìons into the Simple Question attempt to complete the following

biconditional: Necessariþ, x is a :imþle (or nereological aton) { and onþ f 

-. 

A.ccording to

those who maintain that the world is gunþ, there are no end.des in this world that satis$r the

right-hand side of this biconditional. For most who believe that the world is atomic, there is

some \¡/ay to complete the biconditional in a non-mereological and, therefore, reductive way

(ie., by speciSring some non-mereological criterion for an object to have no proper parts). In

the following chapter, I outüne proposed answers to the Simple Question with the aim of

showing that the Brutal Answer to the Simple Question, the analogue of Brutalism about

Composition, is the only adequâte ânswer. In Sectjon 2.2,I argae that, because the Brutal

Answer is the only tenable answer to the Simple Quesd.on, there is good reason to deny that

there are any simples. In Section 2.3, I supply further reason to deny the eústence of

simples.
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2

Simples

"I see not why we must needs believe that there 
^re 

any primogeneal and simple bodies, of
which, as of pre-existent elements, nâture is obliged to compound all others." 

- 
Boyle

"Seek simplicity; and distrust i¡." 
- 

tüIhitehead

1. Simple Answers

.,{. number of different ans\Ã7ers to the Simpte Question have been offered. If one of these

ânsv/ers is correct, it will succeed in speci$.ing what, if any, are the necessâry and sufficient

conditions for an object to instantiate simplicity (i.e., the property of having no pïoper

parts). Of these ânswers, sevetal âttempt to reduce simplicity to spatial or physical

properties, while others attempt to explain simplicity in more "metaphysical" terms (e.g.,

using fundamentaìity or intrinsicness). In surveying these answers, the vadous proposals can

be classified as follows: (1.1) The Indivisible Answers; (1.2) The Independenr and
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Fundamental,{.nswers; (1.3) The MaxCon Answer; (1.a) The Point-Sized,{nswer; and (1.5)

The Brutal Answer.

1.1 The Indivisible Answers

There are two proposed ansu/ers to the Simple Questìon that attempt to reduce simplicity to

indivisibrlity, both of which are presented in Markosian (1998a). The first of these, the

Pþsicalþ Indiuisiþle An:wer, holds that, necessarily, x is a simple if and only if it is physically

impossible to divide x. Initially, this view seems to squâre well with our intuitions about

simples. This is because most of us are inclined to think that, if there are any mereolog¡cal

simples, they would be the fundamental consdtuents of our wodd and would therefote be

physically indivisible.

Upon further consideration, however, the Physically Indivisible Answer yields

mereological conclusions that seem to be radically counterintuitive. This is because the

Physically Indivisible ,\nswer entails the simplicity of distinctly non-fundamental objects.

Markosian provides the example of an expertly booby-trapped bomb that would explode if

divided. This bomb, since it cannot be divided without being annihilated, is, given the

Physically Indivisible A.nswer, a mereological simple. But such a bomb seems to have parts

in an uncontroversial sense (e.g., a fuse and detonator). Consider a similar example: a chain

built out of physically indestructible links. Although it seems urlcontroversial that these links

aïe parts of the chain, the chain cânnot be physically divided and, as such, the Physically

Indivisible ,A.nswer commits one to the claim that it is a simple.

To avoid the counterintuitive results the Physically Indivisible Answer yields,

Markosian considers rhe Reuised Version of the Metapþt:icalþ Indiui¡ible Answer, which ânswers

the Simple Question as follows: Necessarily, x is z simple if and only if it is metaphysically
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impossible to divide x without fust changing ¡/s intrinsic properties.lt This revised answer

avoids ascribing simplicity to the bomb and chain considered above; but, according to

Markosian, it leaves point-sized objects as the sole candidates for being simple. This is

because any object extended in space can possibly be divided without changing its intrinsic

properties. Markosian rightly notes that this view is then subject to the objections levied

against the PoinçSized Answer, which will be considered shortly.

One problem cofiunon to both of the above answers is that, by employing the

concept of indivisibiJity to analyse simplicity, a reductive analysis of simplicity is no longer

possible.ls Divisibility presupposes parthood, since divisibility must itself be explained as the

disconnection of the parts of an object, So, for this reason, the concept of indivisibility

cânnot be invoked to analyse simplicity.

The Revised Metaphysically Indivisible Á.nswer provides only a circular analysis of

simplicity, not only because indivisibility is bound up with the concept of parthood, but also

because it relies on intrinsicness as at anaþsam of simplicity. Intrinsicness cannot be a

constituent of a non-circular explanation of simplicity because it must itself be analysed in

mereological terms. McDaniel makes this point as follows:

Recall the definition of "intrinsic property": a property is intrinsic if and only
if it never differs between duplicates. Now recall that the analysis of
duplication also appealed to the concept of parthood: x andl are duplicares
if and only if there is a 1:1 correspondence between their parts that preserves
perfectly natural properties and relations.l e

Because of the failute of the above ânswers to provide a reductive analysis of simplicity by

employing indivisibility, an altemative answer to the Simple Question is required.

17 Markosian (1998a) p.221.I here ignore Markosian's (Jnreui¡ed Ver¡ion of the Metaphlsicalþ Indiai¡ible Viea.

18 See McDaniel (200fl p. 103 for further discussion.

1e lbid. p.102.
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1.2. TfrLe Independent & Fundamental Answerc

The Independent and Fundamental Answers to the Simple Questìon attempt to reduce

simplicity by employing ontological notions like possibiJity and naturalness. The Independent

Answe\ outlined in McDaniel (2004), is as follows: Necessardy, xis a simple if and only if

there is a possible wotld w at which (1) x is the on-ly existing matenal object and Q) x

instantiates an intrinsic property P at the actual world if and only if x instantiates P at w.20 A.s

indicated above, any answer to the Simple Question that relies on intrinsicness as an anaþsans

can provide only a citcular analysis of simplicity. The Independent Answer does exactly this

and, as a result, fails to satisfactorily answer the Simpte Question.2l

The FundantenÍal Answe4 also considered in McDaniel Q004), âttempts to analyse

simplicity in terms of naturalness. It holds that a sufficient condition for an object to be a

simple is for it to instandate a petfectly natural property, where perfectly natural properties

are understood as properties "fhat are both required and jointly suffice to provide a

complete description of the wotld."22 This answer seems to offer a reductive account of

simplicity; but, in doing so, it is comrnitted to the difficult task of specifying what properties

are, in fact,perfectly natural.

Aside from the challenge of determining which properties are perfectly natural, there

remain nvo significant problems with this response to the Simple Question. First, the

Fundamental Answer entails that there are 
^t 

least some simples, since there must be some

properties that provide a complete description of the world and tlr.ese properties must be

instantiated. The objects thât instantiate these propetties might not be the only objects that

exist, but this view entails that there is either an atomic world or a world that contains both

20 See McDaniel (2004) p. 101.

2r See McDanie| (200a) p. 122 for discussion of the Rcai¡ed Independent Answer suggested by Caplan.

22 lbid. p. 9i.
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simples and gunk. Commitment to the existence of some simples might not be sufficient

grounds to reject this answer; but, if one believes it is possible that the world be made

entirely out of gunk, then this answer will be unsadsfactory. Second, the Fundamental

Answet, much like the Physically Indivisible Answer, yields counterintuitive results in

identìfting mereological simples.

,A.s McDaniel notes, the properr¡ being þoinr-siryd qualifies as perfecdy natural;

howevet, if point-sized fusions are possible, the Fundamental Answer is false, since a point-

sized fusion will instantiate a perfectly natutal propefy, namely beingpoinr-siqed.'there is good

reason to think that being poinhsiryd is perfectly natural, since a description of the world

requires reference to point-sized objects or properties instandated at point-sized locations.

So, given the naturalness of beingpoint-siryd,there is good reason to reject the Fundamental

rA.nswet.

The circularity of the Independent A.nswer and the unattractive consequences of the

Fundamental Answer are reâsons to think that both fal, to adequately ânsv/er the Simple

Question. For this reasorì, further attempts to analyse simplicity in terms of more basic

spatial concepts ought to be considered instead.

1.3. The Mæ<ConAnswer

The MaxCon Answer to the Simple Question is not one that accords with common

intuitions about fundamentality ot parthood. This is because the MaxCon Answer attempts

to analyse simplicity in putely matenal and spatial terms and, in doing so, entails

comrnitment to the possibility of exttemely Iarge and extremely complex simples. The extent

to which the MaxCon ,\nswer is countedntuitive seems sufficient to waffânt scepticism
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about its adequacy, but the MaxCon A.nswer ought to be taken seriously because, unlike

most other analyses of simplicity, it seems, at least superficially, to avoid circularity.

Defended in Markosian (7998a, 2004a, 2004b), the MaxCon Answer holds th¿t an

object is mereologicaliy simple if and only if it is maximally continuous. ,{n object x is

maximally continuous if and only if "x is 
^ 

spatially continuous object and there is no

contjnuous region of space, R, such that (i) the tegion occupied by x is a proper subset of R,

and (ü) every point in R falls within some object or other."" This answer entails that, no

mâtter how latge an object is, or how complex its shape is, it can still be a mereological

simple. As a result, thete could be a planet-sized object with an immenseiy complex internal

structure that, so long as it is spatially continuous and the region it occupies is filled with

matter, is nevertheless a simple. If the MaxCon Answer is correct, then planet-sized simples

are possible. If it is false, then commofl. sense might be validated and things of this sort

might indeed have parts. Fortunately for those who place some stock in common sense,

there are several reasons to think that the MaxCon Answer is incorrect.2a

The MaxCon ,A.nswer, like any other answer to the Simple Question that relies on

material or spatial cntena, stands at odds with Mereological Monism. Mereological Monism,

defended in Lewis (19t91), holds that mereological composition applies to all ontologicat

categories (e.g., material objects, sets, propositions); therefore, if Mereological Monism is

true, then composition, across all ontological categories, is governed by the axioms of

mereology.

a Ibid. p. 80.

2a McDaniel (2003) outlines two significant and, I think, convincing arguments against tle MaxCon -Ànswer: (i)
The Problem of Spatial Intrinsics and (ü) The Problem of Supervenience of Constitution coupled with The
Doctrine of Ärbitrary Undetached Portions. Hawley (2004) also makes a case against the MaxCon Ànswer and
other "borderline" accounts of simplicity. I will not rehearse these arguments here, but the reader unconvinced
by the case for rejecting tlre MaxCon Ânswer is encouraged to review them.
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If Mereological Monism is true, then an answer to the Simple Question will be

required to specify the conditions sufficient for any object, belonging to any ontological

c tegory, to quaJiS' as a mereological simple. As a result, the MaxCon 'tnswer is

incompatible with Mereological Monism, because, if there are simples rhat are not material

objects, these simples cannot satisSr the conditions specified by the MaxCon Answer.

Because this probiem is faced by many teductive analyses of simplicity, it is one that the

MaxCon Answer advocate could reasonably "bite the bullet' on. That said, if this problem

generalizes to all answers to the Simple Question that involve matenal or spatial criteria, then

it might provide sufficient reason to doubt that any ânswer of this kind is adequate.

A mote serious problem with the MaxCon Answer arises because the MaxCon

,tnswer entails that point-sized matenal objects are simples. If there is reason to deny that

point-sized material objects âre necessarily simples, then there is reâson to deny that the

MaxCon A.nswer is correct. I outüne one such reason in the following secd.on.

1.4 The Point-Sized Answer

If mereological simples aÍe the smallest possible objects, then they must be point-sized

objects (i.e., those objects that lack any spatial dimensions). One answer to the Simple

Question, motivated by the intuition that simplicity is a function of size, is the Point-Sized

Answer. Tbe Point-Siryd Answer,like the MaxCon Answer, relies on a spatial criterion for

determining which objects have no proper parts. It holds that, necessarily, x is a simple if

and only if x is a point-sized object. The Point-Sized ,{nswer faces a serious and, I think,

decisive objection offered in McDaniel Q004).

If multiple point-sized objects, the xs, can be co-located and compose an objectT,

then a point-sized object 1 can hzve proper parts. If being point-sized is not a sufficient
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condition for being a simple, which would be the case if point-sized fusions are possible,

then both the Point-Sized and MaxCon Answers fail as responses to the Simple Question.

To resist this argument, one might object that co-located, point-sized objects are

impossible. lùØhatever form this objection would take, there seems to be a compelling

counter-objection to be offered against it. Imagine two point-sized objects travelling rowards

each other:

If co-located material objects are impossible, then they must swerve out of
each other's way. or they must stop dead in their tracks. or one of them
must sPontaneously disintegrate. Some event must occur in each wodd that
ptohibits them from occupying the same space. There ís a de re flecessary
repulsion between these two objects. The price of denþg the possibiJity of
co-located objects is accepting brute de re modal facts like these. The price is
too high.2s

To avoid positing brute modal facts, it seems that the possibility of co-located point-sized

objects and fusions thereof must be acknowledged. If so, then the Point-Sized Ânswer and

the MaxCon A.nswer are false.

One might also contest the claim that there are point-sized fusions. To do so would

require defending a testriction on composidon that ensures point-sized fusions aÍe

impossible. This presents a unique question about composition: \X/ould a view that holds

that any obiect x and any objectl compose an object if and only if x andl are not both co-

located and point-sized be tenable? This would result in a restricted view of composition;

but, unlike most restricted views of composition, it does not seem obviously susceptible to

the problem of vagueness. Such a view would be compatible with the Point-Sized Answer;

however, the ad hoc character of this view makes it inadequate for underwriting an objection

to the existence of point-sized fusions.

2s McDaniel (200\ p.77.
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To offer a properly motivated response to this objection to the Point-Sized and

MaxCon -A.nswers, one might claim that point-sized objects do not compose anything other

than themselves. This would provide grounds for denying the existence of point-sized

fusions, but the cost of this strategy is that the Point-Sized ,{.nswer and the MaxCon Answer

would be incompatible with Universalism. This cost is an extremely tLigh one, given that

most advocates of IMH endorse Universalism, so thete is Íeâson to reject the Point-Sized

and MaxCon r\nswers rather than Universalism.

1.5 The Brutal Answet

Having suweyed a number of responses to the Simple Question, it seems that all of them are

genuinely suspect. The Bruîal Answer, defended by McDaniel, acknowledges the problems

with each allegedly reducdve answer to the Simple Question and draws the following moral:

"theïe is no correct, finitely stateable, and non-ci¡cular answer to the Simple Quesd.on."2ó As

McDaniel himself admits, this is a disappointing result for the metaphysiczl vznety of

mereology. But how exactly does one arnve at such a pessimistic conclusion about simples?

By disjunction, of course. McDaniel supports the Brutai Answer because all othet ânsv/ers

fail to specify the necessary and sufficient conditions for an object to lack proPer Parts.

Clearly, the arguments considered here vary tn the degree to which they are compelling; but,

if these views exhaust tenable answers to the Simple Question, then the Brutal Ânswer,

however unpleasant, would seem to be a consequence.

I am inclined to agree with McDaniel. None of the above accounts is satìsfactory.

For this reason, the Brutal rtnswer is the only tenable account of simples. This is in keeping

with the Doctrine of the Mereological Circle, which motivates Brutalism about composition.

26 Ibid. p. 68.
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If mereological concepts cannot be correctly analysed without emploþg other mereological

concepts, then reductivism about simplicity or composition seems impossible. That said, the

Brutal Answer is not merely a disappointing result; it is also an inadequate one. A more

satisfactory ansv/er, which I will defend in the following secdons, holds that there are, strictly

speakrng, no simples whatsoever. To indicate why we ought to reject the Brutal rAnswer to

the Simple Question and the existence of simplicity along with it, I will now outline several

reasons to deny the existence of simples.

2. Brutally Simple

In metaphysical analysis, certain notions require reductive explanation or all metaphysical

concepts will need to be viewed as unanalyzable conceptual primitives. If a notion cannot be

explained reductively, it must be taken as a conceptual primitive or eliminated altogether.

These thtee strategies for dealing with concepts exhaust the alternatives for analysis and

three 'stances' result: reductionism, primitivism, ând eliminativism. In modal analysis, these

three strategies are well represented: Lewis offers the primary reductive account of possible

wotlds, Q"it. takes the eliminativist stânce, while all other accounts are, by default,

primitivist in character.t' In analyzing mereological composition, these stânces are sirnilady

tepresented, though demarcated less clearþ. Nihïism, in denyrng that objects compose

anything other than themselves, takes a radtcalTy reductionist stance.28 Universalism and

Organicism also endorse reducd.onism and attempt to reduce composition to logical

(existence) and biological þarticipation in the life of an or.ganism) concepts respectively.

2i See Sider (À4Sb) for a discussion of these three stances and thei¡ relation to modality.

28 There might be reason to deny that Nihjlism is truly reductive. If one denies that there is any composition
whatsoever, then one would likely deny tlat simples compose tlemselves. If this is the case, then NiHlism
would indeed be an eliminativist stance towards composition. In what follows, I assume the account of
Nihjlism under discussion is the reductionist variety, according to which simples compose only themselves.
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BrutaJism, in conjunction with certain assumpdons about brute facts, takes the primitivist

stance, since the Brutalist makes no âttempt to reduce the notion of composition.

,A.n additional thesis required to ensrrre that the Brutalist is indeed a primitivist about

composition is The Brataliyt of Composition Facts (BCÐ, which says "for any i{s, if there is an

object composed of the xs, tìren it is a brute fact that there is an object composed of the

xs."2e Markosian, the sole defender of Brutalism, endorses BCF, and according to the

Brutalist who endorses BCF, there can be no explanation for when, if ever, composition

takes place. ,A.nd, as I will now argue, all Brutalists are comrnitted to BCF'

,\ Brutalist about composition might be tempted to reject BCF and argue that their

vanety of Brutalism is, in fact, reducdve. In doing so, they would be denying that facts about

composition are "brute facts," which are defined by Markosian as follows: "F is a brute fact

=orF is a fact, and it is not the case that F obtains in virtue of some other fact or facts."3o

This particular definition of "brute fact," which relies on the in uirtae of rcIation, is, I think,

required if Brutalism is to be endorsed without directly entailing BCF. This can be made

clear in considering Markosian's remarks on the nature of brute facts:

I wish I were in a position to give an analysis of the in uirlue of relalon,butl
âm not. I think it is fair to assume, however, that we have some rough idea of
what that relation is. For the purposes of this paper, I wiII assume that there

is such a relation, and I will take it to be unanalyzable.3'

If one follows M¿rkosian in employingthe in riøue of relation to define brute facts,

then an additional prirnitive, the in uirtae of rclat:Lon, must be adopted. Unlike Markosian, I do

not have a sufficient understanding of the in uitue of lrlra d.on, at least not to the degree that

would make it a plausible conceptual primitive. A.nd, if the in rirtue of rcIztion is to be taken

2e Markosian (1998b) p. ó.

¡o Ibid. p. 6.

3t lbid. p. 6
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âs â prirnitive in this instance, then the conceptual cost of endorsing Brutalism and BCF is a

high one: commitment to two conceptual primitives (i.e., composition and the in uirtae of

relation). Given that Markosian's definition of brute facts tequires an additional primitive,

there is reason to attempt to defile "brute fact" reductively.

Brute facts can, I think, be defined adequately and without an additional primitive in

the form of the Explanatory Defnition of Brare Fact @DBÞ]I F is a brute fact =0, F is a fact,

and it is not the case that F can be explained by some other fact ot facts. ,{s Markosian

notes, the often pragmatic character of explanation might pose a problem for those who

would rely on it to explicate metaphysical notions. If so, the challenge of teducing brute facts

by employing the explanation relation rather than in uirtue of reLation will be difficult. But,

despite this difficulty, it will not require a mysterious pdmitive notion and, fot this teason,

the EDBF should be more attracdve than Markosian's more mysterious conception of brute

facts.

Adopting the EDBF has consequences for Brutalism. ,{s noted above, Brutalists

could, according to Markosian's definition of brute facts, deny BCF and sdll endorse

Bn¡talism. Such a denial would âmount to the following account of composition: the xs

compose an object 1 if and oniy if the "xs are cited in a non-circular, non-finitely stateable

answer to the Composition Question. Given Markosian's original definition of brute fact,

the Brutalist who denies BCF would contend that this account is reductive, since the xs

would compose objecty in uirtue ofbeng cited in the non-circular, infinitely stateable answer

to the Composition Question. But, having seen that Markosian's definition of brute fact

requires a questionable, additional primitive, we ought to endorse the EDBF and, if one

endorses the EDBF, the above account of composition is inadequate, since it employs the in

uirtue of relation instead of the explanalion relation'
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Given the EDBF, the Brutalist cannot plausibly deny BCF. This is because the

explanation relation is (a) causal in character and þ) non-syrnmetric. I won't âttemPt to offet

a reductive âccount of explanation here, but these cntena seem to be telatively

uncontroversial necessary conditions for fact x to explain fact y Consider the following

example: I can explain the fact that I am human by making refetence to the fact that my

pârents are human. I cannot, howevet, explain the fact that my parents are human by making

reference to the fact that I am human. This is because my being human did not cause my

pârents to be human. Nor could these two facts explain each other. They bear an

explanatory relation to one anothet that is necessarily non-symmetrical.

Given the EDBF, the fact that Brutalism entails BCF can be made evident when one

considers the question: Do the ls compose an object 1 because they are cited in a non-

circular, non-finitely stateable answer to the Composition Question; or. 
^re 

the ¡s cited in a

non-circular, non-finitely stateable answer to the Composition Question because they

compose an object 1? The problem indicated by the intelligtbility of this question is that,

given the EDBF, the fact that the xs compose an objectl and the fact that the xs are cited in

a non-circular, infinitely stateable answer to the Composition Question do not beat a causal

relation to one another. More importantly, there is no non-syrnmetric explanatory telation

between the two. F;ach fact might be used in an attempt to explain the other fact equally

well." This is reason to think tJrat, whatever reladon obtains between these facts, it is not the

explanation relation. As a result, Brutalism entails BCF because facts about composition

32 To see why Universalism and Nihilism, unlike Brutalism, are genuinely reductive, consider whether the fact
that object x is self-identical or the fact that x exists could explain why x composes something. It seems th¿t, if
Universalism or Nihlism were true, either account would be yneld an explanation of why )r composes

something; however, unlike Brutalism, the Nihjlist's and the Universalist's explanatìon is non-symmetrical. It is

unintelligrble to ask if the fact that x exists or tlre fact that x is self-identical explains the fact that x composes

something; ¡/s existence and .:/s being self-ideújrcaI are prerequisites for x having any propertìes at all.
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meet the criteria, specified by the EDBF, to qualify as brute facts: they cannot be explained

by other facts.

The claim that Brutalism entails BCF is not problematc for Markosian, since he

readily endorses BCF; however, the claim that Brutalism entails BCF u¡ilt be unattractive to

those who endorse the Brutal Answer to the Simple Question. This is because, if Brutalism

entails BCF, then the Brutal ,A.nswer entails The Brutali4t of Sinplici4t Facts @SF), which says

that, for any object x, tf x is a simple, then it is a brute fact rhat object x is a simple. In what

follows I assume that this entailment holds and that one cannot endorse the Brutal.Answer

without endorsing BSF. As such, proponents of the Brutal A.nswer are committed to

primitivism about simplicity.

Although adopting conceptual primitives should be avoided when possible,

primitivism is not a prima facie objectionable stance. ,A.s a view of modality, it seems both

plausible and defensible. But, as I will show, primitivism about simplicity, in the form of the

Brutal Answer, is significantly less atúactwe than modal primitivism.

In the previous secdon, I established that there is no adequate and reducd.ve account

of simplicity and that those who endorse the existence of simples must also endorse the

Brutal Answer to the Simple Question. The reasons outlined below are intended to motivate

the rejection of the pdmitivism entailed by the Brutal -Answer. If there is reason to abandon

primitivism about simplicity, then the only remaining option is eliminativism about simple

facts and there is good reason to find this eliminativist stance towards simplicity appealing.

2.LBrutal Skepticism

If one endotses the Brutal Answer to the Simpie Question (and the Brutal -A.nswer entails

BSF), t-hen there aÍe no non-mereological cntena for identifiring which objects are
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mereological simples. If there are no non-mereological criteria for determining when an

object instantjates simplicity and mereological facts cannot be perceived, then there is no

way to know tf any given object is actually a simple. This problem is acknowledged by

Markosian in his defense of Brutalism. He admits,

Presumably what [the opponent of Brutalism] v/ants is for composition to be
linked by systemadc, general, (and illuminating) principles to some non-
mereological concepts. And here I think that fBrutalists] must bite the bullet

- we must admit that composition is not ünked by any such principles to any
non-mereological concepts. "33

The proponents of the Brutal Answer also face rhese same problems.

Although the Brutal Answer could possibly coincide with all of our intuitions about

simplicity, it is possible that objects we do not think are simples ate, in fact, simples,

according to the Brutal Answet. At any rate, no a þriori knowledge is possible about whether

any given object is simple, because knowledge about the mereological structure of the world

would be dependent upon (a) knowledge about the contingent existence of various physical

objects and þ) the axioms of mereology. I(nowledge of (a) is a posteriori and there is good

reasons to doubt that þ) is a prioi.3o Given that we cânnot perceive or simply intuit

mereological facß, the only way in which we could come to know that object x is a simple is

if facts about simplicity wete, in Matkosian's u/ords, "linked by systemadc, general, (and

illuminating) principles to some non-mereological concepts." This link between mereological

facts and non-meÍeological facts is exactly what the Brutal Answer, in conjunction with BSF,

denies, so knowledge of the instantiation of simplicity, given the Brutal Answer, is

impossible.

33 Markosian (1998b) p. 35.

¡a If the aúoms of mereology were a þioi, they would presumably be exceptionless, but many have denied tlre
truth of these axioms.,\n early case against the truth of tåe axioms of mereology is offered in Rescher (1955).
Hossack (2000) also offets the following example, due to Moltman (7997), of the alleged failure of transitivity:
"The page is part of the book, and the book is part of the library, yet the page is ûot part of the library" þ.423).
Johnston (2002) also denies that the axioms of mereology arc a pioi.
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2.2 Btuølity and Utility

If the Brutal ,A.nswer entails the epistemological problems outlined above, then any âttempt

to provide a mereological analysis of matenal objects encounters seti.ous difficulties. Suppose

someone asks you to paint one part of a barn and you proceed by painting some areâ of the

barn's surface. Presumably, you've accomplished yout task; but, given the Brutal Änswer,

there is no way to know if you actually succeeded. This is because, according to the Brutal

Answer, the barn might be a simple (in which case you haven't painted any par.ts, since you

would need to paint the entire imptoper part to paint even one patt) or it might be

composed in one of countless different counterintuitive mereological configurations (in

which câse you might have painted many parts). It seems, t-hen, that the Brutal Answer

denies the tenability of inferences about parthood needed to make mereology tleoretically

or, in this case, pracd.cally useful.

If one supports the Brutal ,{.nswer, there is no v/ay to know how many parts a barn

has or what physical objects inst¿ntiate simplicity. A.s a result, if one says "The blue part of

the painting is my favourite," the truth-value of the proposition expressed by this sefìterìce,

taken at face value, cannot be known, since the p^i"tirg might or might not be a simple. If

the painting is a simple, then it has no blue part. If there is, in fact, no blue part, then the

proposition expressed by the above sentence. The probiem the Bn¡tal Answer poses for the

analysis of our everyday discourse is signifrcant. But the problem the Brutal Answer poses

for applied mereological analysis is more severe.

If any mereological claim about any given object is subject to skepticism because of

commitment to the Brutal Answer, then any âttempt to provide an analysis of an object's

physical structure wili be in question. If this is the case, then all claims about objects

changing parts over time can be doubted, because the world might tn fzct be one large
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simple. This theoretical deficit should make the Brutal .Answer an vnattr^cdve response to

the Simple Question.

2,3 B;:utaluty and Repugnance

The Brutal Änswer, as indicated above, entails the existence of brute facts about when

objects instantiate simpJicity. Positing brute facts of this type is not something that should be

taken lightly in ontology. Indeed, some find brute facts metaphysically repugnant. Horgan

(1993) takes those who would posit such things to task:

þ] good metaphysical theory or scientific theory should avoid positing a

plethora of quite specific, disconnected, sui generis, compositional facts. Such

facts would be ontological danglers; they would be metaphysically queer.

Even though explanation must bottom out somewhere, it is just not credible

- or even inte[igible - that it should bottom out with specific compositional
facts which themselves are utterly inexplainable and which do not conform
to afLy systematic general principles. Rathet, if one bunch of simples

compose a genuìne physical object, but another bunch of simples do not
compose any genuine object, then thete must be some reason why; it
couldn't be that these two facts are themselves at the explanatory bedrock of

35
Delng.

Horgan's impassioned plea to reject Brutalism can, of course, be extended to the

Brutal Answer. The Brutal -.{.nswer denies that there is an explanation for why object x is a

simple and objecty, a physical duplicate of x, is not. This is not only because the Brutal

Answer entails BSF, but also because the Brutal ,A.nswer fails to determine whethet a

physical duplicate of a simple is, at another possible world, a composite object it remains

mysteriously neutral on this issue. Given the Brutal Answet's failure to conform to a

systematic general principie about simplicity and its inabiJity to determine the modal

properties of simple objects, there is reason to be dissatisfied with it.

3s Horgan (1993) p. 695. This Pâssage is also quoted in Markosian (2005).
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Markosian, in discussing the tenabiJity of Brutalism, offers three cdteria that would

justiS' the assertion that there are brute facts of a given type. Since the Brutal -Answer entails

brute facts about simplicity, there is reason to investigate whether simplicity satisf,es

Markosian's criteria. These critería are the following: "(i) being [a concept that is] telatively

easy to grâsp on an intuitive level, (ü) being [a concept] such that there seem to be clear-cut

cases of both instantiation and non-instandadon, and (üi) being [a concept] such that no

account of what it is in virtue of which some xs instantiate that concept seem to be

. .1 ¡>36rofrxcoffIlng.

I am skeptical that simplicity meets any of the above cntena, apaft from (tl). It might

be the case that simplicity satisfies (i), but this is plausible only if one aJready has an intuitive

grasp of the concept of parthood. There ate, however, alternative v/ays to conceive of

parthood that are incompatible with classical extensional mereology.3t If the nature of

parthood is open to dispute, then the nâture of simpìicity is similarþ in doubt. So, unless

classical extensional mereology can be shown to correctly capture the concept of parthood, it

is debatable that simplicity satisfres (i).

I am also skeptical that simplicity satisfies (ü). It might be counterintuitive to think

that objects held to be simple by the MaxCon Answer are indeed simple. But the MaxCon

Ânswer is readily endorsed by some, just as the Point-Sized ,A.nswer is defended by others.

Although there is reason to reject both of these as answers to the Simple Question, the mere

fact that some find these views defensible is indicative of a considerable disparity between

our respective intuitions about simpìicity. I myself doubt that any object instantiates

3ó Markosian (1998b) p. 30. I here use talk of concepts and properties not i¡terchangeably, but with the

assumption that the anaiysis of a concept v¡ìll determine the instances in which a proPerty corresponding to â

given concept rvili be instantiated.

37 Àrguments have been offered elsewhere against the adequacy of classical extensional mereology. See Fine

(1994,1999),Johnston (2002),Levey (1997),Rescher (1955), van Fraassen (1995), and Horgan (1993).
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simplicity;but, given the conceptual gulf between the denial that there are àny simples and

the plurality of objects held to be simple by defenders of the MaxCon Answet, it is, at best,

unclear that the instantiation of simplicity is anything like a "clear-cut" matter.

The final criterion, (iii), is, I think, clearly satisfred. There is no teducdve account of

simpJicity forthcoming; however, it does not follow from this that we must take simplicity to

be a conceptual primitive. The factthat there is no reductive account of simplicity is equally

compauble with endorsing eliminativism about simplicity; and, in light of tì.e above

discussion, it should be clear that there is little to be gained ftom endorsing primitivism ovet

eliminativism.

The Brutal Answer provides no helpfr:l answers to our questions about simplicity,

and it is unclear whether the concept of simplicity satisfies the criteria required to justifit

positìng bmte facts about the instantjation of simplicity. For this reason, the Brutal ,{nswer

represents an attempt to sustain IMH and the posits of IMH (e.g., simples) without any of

the utìJity mereological analysis provides. And, if adopted along with the Brutalism, the

Brutal 
'A.nswer 

makes many facts about matenal objects inexplicable and unknowable.

2.4 ABrutal Defence

One might defend the Brutal Answer by claiming that it is the only way to preserve talk

about part and wholes, which is both ubiquitous and useñrl. The extent to which the Bruta1

Answer presen¡es this talk is severely limited. AII talk of this kind is subject to skepticism

once the Brutal Ânswer is adopted. If this is the case, then, if eliminativism can ptovide a

plausible interpretation of parthood talk, this defence of primitivism fails. I will outline the

eliminativistapproach to simplicity in Chapter 4, but there is one further counter-objection

avatfable to the primitivist about simplicity. The advocate of the Brutal Answer might offer a
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"good company" argument and claim that, if modal

primitivism about simplicity is similarly viable.

is a viable option, then

This objection fails, because the analogy between modaLity and simplicity cannot be

supported. Modal concepts, unüke simplicity, can be plausibly viewed as primitive, since they

draw on, not only intuitions about conceivability, but also on modal hewistics like Humean

Recombìnation, which holds that any pattem of instantiation of fundamental properties or

relations is possible." Not only does simpJicity lack an epistemological analogue to

conceivability, but there is also no a þriori heuristic like Humean Recombination to explain its

instantiation. If simplicity is not reductively explained, its content is determined entirely by

the axioms of mereology. But these axioms are not ltkely a prioi, whereas at least some

modal facts (i.e., those about impossibiJity) are plausibly thought to be a þioi. For this

reason, primitivism about simpücity cannot be made tenable by likening it to primitivism

about modality.

The costs of endorsing the Brutal Answet are high, and the sole benefit seems to be

its compatibility with IMH and the possibility of simples. If, however, there is nothing to be

gained by endorsing primitivism about simplicity beyond these alleged benefits, then

eliminativism ought to be taken seriously.

3. Epiphenomenal Simples

One atgument offered by Nihilists against the existence of composite objects holds that,

because things ìike umbrellas and gazebos lack causal powers, they do not exist. Composite

objects are, accotding to this argument, epiphenomenal and, because of this, claims asserting

pflfilúvlsm

38 See Sider S4Sa) for discussion of Humean Recombination.
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their existence are false.3e Äccording to the Nihilist, there exist no epiphenomena like

umbrellas and gazebos; tìrere exist only mereological simples, which exist in virtue of being

causally efficacious. In ordet to offer this argument, the Nihilist must establish that

composite objects lack causal powers. In addition, the premise that objects without causal

powers do not exist is also required. Given these two premises, the Nihilist's argument can

be formulated as follows:

(P1) Composite objects have no causal powers.

P2) Objects that lack causal powers do not exist.

(C1) Composite objects do not exist. (from P1, P2)

(P2) ir a significant ontological assertion, since it specifies that a necessary condition for

existence is the possession of causal powers. One issue it therefore raises concems the status

of abstract objects like sets, possible worlds, and propositions: objects that some believe lack

causal powers. Some realists about abstract objects will claim that these objects exist, despite

lacking causal powers. Other realists will hold that Q2) doesn't deny the existence of

abstracta, since abstracta do have causal po-ets.* Nominalists will deny the existenc e of any

abstracta. For the time being, however, let us leave aside the implications (P2) has for

abstract objects.

According to the Nihilist's argument, most of the everyday objects that we speak of

do not exist. In their place, there exist only microphysical objects, which the Nihilist holds to

be causally effi.cacious simples. These microphysical objects and t-heir properties are

constituents of the microphysical domain. This domain has a number of unique properties

that the domain of macro-level objects (e.g., the domain including battleships, elephants, and

3e Àrguments against the existence of compositìon are out-lined in Dorr (2002), Merricks (2001), and Unger
(1e7e).

a0 See, for example, Caplan and Matheson Q004).
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baseballs) does not. In particular, the microphysical domain is both nomologically complete

and nomologically self-contained. Something ts nonologicalþ complere if and only if "all the

facts about what the world is Jike, including the facts about the distribution of emergent

properties and relations, are nomologically determined by [it],"4t and something is

nomologicalþ self-contained if and only if all its "goings-ofl can in principle be given complete

explanations in microphysical terms, to the extent that they can be explained at a11,."42 If

microphysics is both nomologically complete and nomologically self-contained, then

everything about the world is explainable in terms of microphysical entities and the laws

governing them. In other wotds, the thesis of minophlsical reduclionism is true. The truth of

microphysical reductionism entails that macro-level objects, entities somehow distinct ftom

their microphysical consdtuents, aÍe epiphenomenal. And, given e2), there are no

epiphenomena.

The moral to be drawn from the argument against composite objects is twofold.

First, we should be wary of positing objects that have no causal pov/ers. The probiematic

cha.r cteÍ. of these types of objects is most obvious when we consider counterfactual claims.

In world w an umbrella exists; in a different world wx fherc are only microphysical entities

aranged exactly as those found in wotld u ate, but there is no composite object that has all

the parts the umbrella in world w does. Assume that microphysical reducdonism is true:

What is different about these two worlds? Nothing, aside from additional ontological

commitment in w.o3 This indicates that the umbrella, as an object distinct from the

ârrangement of microphysical objects, is, along with any other macro-level objects,

ar Dorr (2002) p. a7.

a2 lbid. p. 44.

a3 See Sidelle (2002) for a discussion of the indiscriminability of various mereological proposals. Given tì-is
indiscrirninability, the further claim that the posits of various mereological theories are epiphenomenal should
seem increasingly plausible.
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ontologically gtatuitous. Second, mereological properties are not causal. There is no physical

difference between world w and world w*. -lhe mereological ptoperty composing an ambrella

accomplishes nothing in wodd w*. Therefore, the mereological properties in world w* aÍe

epiphenomenal. And, as a result of (P2), we should deny the eústence of such things.

3.1 Causation and gitnplicity

It should be clear how an ârgument similar to that put forward by Nih-ilists can be offered

against the mereological property of simplicity; however, there is an important difference to

note. In the above argument against composite objects, â case is made against aardvarks,

rylophones, and all other macro-level objects. To extend this argument into a denial of the

existence of simples, some clarification is required. In rejecting the existence of composite

objects, an ârgument can be made agaìnst one of two things: composite objects or the

mereological property being a cornposile. One can argue that composite objects simply do not

exist, or one cân argue that, whjle the same configuration of matter and energy in spacetime

is present, there is no mereological ptoperty possessed by microphysical entities of the type

comþosing x. I hold that the latter argument, tlough diffetent from the former, is equally

effective. The virtue of this formulation of the Argument from Epiphenomenality is that it

can be extended into an argument against the existence of simpliciry with reladve ease. This

argument runs as follows:

("3) Simplicity has no causal pov/ers.

(P4) Properties that lack causal powers do not exist.

(CZ) Simplicity does not exist. (from P3, P4)

The truth of (P3) can be inferred fiom the same features of the physical world that

prompt us to reject the existence of composite entities, namely microphysics' nomolog'ical
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self-containment and nomological completeness. All the ptoperties of all the objects that

determine the state of the world are microphysical in charactet. They are specifiable in

microphysical terms and likely include propernes like spin, mass, chatge, etc. Noticeably

absent from the class of properties invoked in a microphysical explanation for the state of

the world is simpìicity. There is nothing that having or lacking simplicity alters about the

spin, mass, or any other property of. mictophysical objects.

With the appârent eliminability of simpJicity from our best scientific theories in

mind, a definition of a causally efficacious property can be provided in one of two ways.

Fìrst, a causally efficacious property could be held to be any property quantified over in out

best scientific theories. Call rhis the Naturalist Criterion þr Causal Eficary. Much like the

Naturalist Criterion for Ontological Commitment (i.e., Quine's Criterion), the NatutaJist

Criterion for Causal Efficacy says that those properties posited by science are the only

properties that we should hold to be causal.* In conjunction with (P4), the Naturalist

Cdterion allows commitment to only those properties posited by our best physical theories,

which are present in our best scientific theories because of their explanatory po\¡/er. In the

context of our best scientific theories, this explanatory poweÍ âmounts to causal power since,

in the content of ou¡ best scientific theories, no posit is wartanted if it does not provide a

rlirect (".g., 
^ 

particie) or indirect (".g., 
^ 

constant) causal explanation of some phenomena.

Simplicity, un-Like particles or constants, is not a constituent of our best scientific theorì.es; so,

given the Naturalist Criterion, it is epiphenomenal.as

11 Quirìe's Criterion specifies that a necessary and sufficient condition for ontological commitmeflt to an

objectis is quantification over that object in an aúomatized formulation of our best scientific theory. For
example, if object x is the value of a bound variable in tlle best axiomatization of microphysics, then x exists.

See Quine (1980) for further discussion.

a5 One might object that t-lre properties being a ¿oilla or being a mountain are constituents of our best physical

theories. Whj-le these properties of course figure in scientific practice, the notion of "our best scientific

theories" is intended to refer to the compiete and reductive axtomaÍization of our physical theories. In such an
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A criterion of this kind squares well with a view of physics as a method for

discovering the fundamental properties of the world; however, the discrepancy between

metaphysical posits (e.g., possible worlds) and the commitments of our scientific theories

make this criterion one that is unlikely to warrant universal accePtânce. For this reason, v/e

can consider a more neutral criterion for causal efficacy and show that the epiphenomenality

of simplicity is futther confirmed.

Consider the Counferfactaal Citerion for Caasal Eficagt: if in world w obiect )r Possesses

property F and rn world wx object x lacks property F, then, if there is no difference in the

natural properties possessed by object x in world w and world wx apart from the instantiation

of F, then property F is causally inefficacious. Given either of these two criteria, simplicity is

denied causal efficacy. Simplicity is not quantified over in out best scientific theories, nor

does any natural property vary between w and wx.Propetles that are derivadve of an object

not instantiating simplicity (e.g., having ft parts, having n -f 1, parts, etc.) will vary, given the

instantiation of simplicity, but such properties ate non-natural.

3.2The Case against Epiphenomena

The truth of pa) is more difficult to establish than that of (P3) because of the challenge of

proving the non-existence of causally impotent propetties. Still, there are a nurnber of

considerations that count heavily against positing such things. The most prevalent objection

to the exisrence of epiphenomena is that, if they do indeed exist, knowledge of them would

be impossible. This is because, according to theories of knowledge that impose a causal

constraint, all knowledge requires an appropriate causal connection between the knower and

axiomatization, macro-level objects would either be elirninated, reduced (given that our most comprehensive

explanation of the physical world would proceed from the micro-level upwards), or paraphrased away in terms

of microlevel objects.
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the object of knowledg..'o If, for example, I bear no causal connecdon to abstract objects

like sets or possible worlds, then there is no way to explain how I could acquire knowledge

of these entities. Simplicity as an epiphenomenal property would, by patity of reasoning, be

unknowable given such a causal constraint on knowledge.

Arguments based on so-called'causal constraints'are generally considered to be the

strongest motivadon for positions, Iike nominalism, that deny the existence of

epiphenomena and absttacta; however, there are several ways such arguments might be

resisted in this case. The stipulated causal constraint could be outright rejected or, more

importantly, knowledge of epiphenomena might be held to be somehow deducible.oT The

possibiJiry of inferential knowledge of epiphenomenal simples is not, however, a viable

defence for supporters of IMH.

Inferential knowledge of mereological facts (e.g., those involving simplicity) cannot

be acquired in a way analogous to how some contend mathematical knowledge can be

acquired. This is because mathematical knowledge is held to be necessary and derivable from

the laws of logic or some a þrioi concepts. Mereological knowledge, including knowledge

about simples, is not derivable from logic alone and canfl.ot be derived from a priori concepts.

It cannot be derived from the purely a priori, because the existence of any given mereological

fact (e.g., the fact that object x is a simple) will be contingent upon, not only the axioms of

mereology that are true at a given world, but also the fact that the physical world is such that

object x exists. The existence of this physical object is, howevet, contingent, so it cannot be

inferred from necessary truths.

a6 See Benacenaf (1973) for an outline of the causal constraint on knowledge and the problem it poses for
knowledge of abstracta and varieties of epiphenomena.

a7 See Balaguer (1998) for a discussion of how certain accounts of abstract objects allow for the possibiJity that
deductive infe¡ence is sufficient to ensure knowledge that some claims about abstract objects are tfl.re.
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Ä second argument that cautions against positing epiphenomena telies upon causal

theories of reference.ot According to these theories, in order to refer to an entity, an

appropriate causal relation must obtain between an individual expressing a proposition about

an object and the object that that proposition is about. if simplicity has no causal Powers, no

such relation can exist. ,{s a result, discoutse that purports to refer to simplicity tn fact refers

to somethjng altogether different or, more plausibly, nothing at ail. In àrry case, if the causal

theory of reference is correct, then simplicity is not iust ân unknowable property; it is

ineffable.

,A. fruther reason that counts against positing epiphenomena üke simplicity has to do

with questions of basic questions of economy. What reason could one have for positing the

existence of properties that lack any causal powers? Epiphenomenalists about consciousness,

unlike those who believe in simplicity, are able to circumvent these epistemic and linguistic

problems on a prioi grounds. They can claim that they have unmediated direct âccess to

phenomenal consciousness.oo There does not, however, seem to be a similar option avaiable

in affuming the existence of simplicity. Alt things considered, there seems to be no

compelling reason to afftrm the existence of epiphenomenal sìmples, but there are s"]l two

potential objections to consider.

Objection One: Simplicitlt has causal power. The denial of (P3) would entail the claim

that simplicity, unlike composition, does indeed have some putchase in the physical world.

In particular, simplicity might have the causal power to prevent any object that instantiates it

from being physically divided into parts. There are two ways to contest this claim and

thereby overturn this objectìon to e3). If extended simples are possible, then clearly

a8 See Burgess and Rosen (1997) for an outÌine ofthe problem causal theories ofreference pose for abstracta.

ae See, for example, Chalmers (1996) for discussion of the immediacy of conscious experience.
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simplicity does not have the causal power to prevent objects that instantiate it ftom being

divisible. This is because simples posited by the MaxCon .A.nswer along with other extended

simples would be divisible. ,t counter-objection of this sort is, however, of little interest to

those who deny the possibiJity of extended simples.50

Consider then, Markosian's example of a bomb that cannot be divided. ,4. bomb of

this type is an example of an entity that is indivisible, though not because it possesses

simplicity (a fact that those who deny the intelligibility of extended simples will agree upon),

but rather because it is an intricately crafted device. If this is the case, then there are

properties other than simplicity that give rìse to indivisibility. Given that indivisibiJity does

not, in the eyes of those who deny the existence of extended simples, require the

instantiation of simplicity, there is no reason to maintain that the indivisibiJity of an object is

contingent upon the instantiation of simplicity. Moreover, if any extended object can be

divided without altering its intrinsic properties, then the oniy objects that could be indivisible

are point-sized. But there is no reâson to believe that point-sized objects are indivisible

because they are simple (as shown earlier, being point-sized is not a sufficient condition for

being simple); they are indivisible because they instantiate the natural property beingpoinr-:iryd

and also fail to instandate the natural property being co-localed. Perhaps there is some other

power that simplicity might confer upon an object; but, aside from indivisibiJity, it is difficult

to conceive of what such a pov/er could be.

One might, however, object to (P3) by claiming that a sufficient condition for an

object to be epiphenomenal is for it to be gunþ. So, if no object instantiates simplicity, then,

according to the opponent of (P3) every object must be gunþ and, therefore, witlout causal

50 Friends of extended simples include Simons (2004), Scala Q002), Parsons (À4S), Markosian (1998a),
McDaniel (2004), Sider (À4Sa).
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powers.51 To see that being gunry is not a suffrcient condition for an object to be

epiphenomenal, consider the following case: Object x instantiates the nã.r)ral propefiy being

point-:iryd and has some other natural micro-physical propetties (e.g., spin, charge, etc.).

Object x is also gunky, despite being point-sized. Denying the possibility of point-sized gunk

would, after all, require endorsing brute modal facts, which would be at odds with Humean

Recombination. If object x instantiates the sâme natural properties as a point-sized simple

objecty buq for some reason, unlikey, lacks causal powers, then it seems thata brute modal

fact (i.e., that object x cannot engage in causal relations) is being posited. There is reason to

reject the existence of the brute modal facts that would rob object x of its causal powers

solely because it is gunþ and, since Humean Recombination supports the possibility of

point-sized gunk, there is reason to deny that being gunry is a sufficient condition for an

object to lack causal powers.

Objection Two: Propertie: with no causal power¡ exisl. Demonstrating that (P4) is false

requires that a property lacking causal power be shown to exist. There zte, it seems, three

candidate types of properties that might accomplish this: properties already accepted into

one's ontology that, upon ñrrther inspection, turn out to have no causal powers; properties

of abstract objects; and phenomenal properties.

Consider fust the case of phenomenal properties. Phenomenal properties are

experiential in charactet. The redness of blood and the smell of napalm are, according to

some, phenomenal properties, since they are part of conscious experience.t'These propeties

are held by substance dualists, property dualists, and non-reductive physicalists to be distjnct

from physical properties. They 
^ïe 

a. part of the world over and above the world's purely

s1 See Dorr (2002) p.63, where Dorr argues that all objects would be epiphenomenal in a world where there are

no simples.

52 See Chalmers (i996) for a discussion of the nature of phenomenal properties.
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physical properties. They are also, in some sense, thrust upon us. They ate experienced, so

we are directly awe;re of their existence. ,A. problem with views of the mind that hold

phenomenal properties to be distinct from purely physical propeties is that of mental

causation. If our consciousness is phenomenal and therefore distinct ftom the physical, how

can our phenomenal properties effect change in material reality? More cli"ectly, how is it that

our minds bring about actions in the world? Thete is, it seems, a se1ìous challenge to be

found in providing an answer to this question once the phenomenal-physical distinction is

presupposed. This is largely because the physical world, microphysics in paticular, is

nomologically self-contained. Nevertheless, what of those who hold that phenomenal

properties eúst?

If it is true that phenomenal properties are causal efficacious, then (P4) stands: no

epiphenomena have been posited in countenancing phenomenal ptoperties. But, 1f

phenomenal properties are causally impotent, then (P4) denies their existence. Denying the

eústence of phenomenal properties is by no means uncomlnon or entirely without

justification, but a compromise would be preferable to a categoncal rejection of dualism. To

this end, we can amend (P4) i" the following v/ay: ("4*) Purportedly physical properties that

have no causal power do not exist. This is adequate if only because phenomenal properties

are defined by the very fact that they are not physical. Moteover, (P4*) also resolves the

perceived difficulties in denying the existence of the properties of absúacta like the proPerty

of having members þossessed by sets), the property of being a :ø;Ûlonal number þossessed

by integers), and the property of being exptessed þossessed by propositions)'

The remaining t)?e of property that might provide â counter-example to (P4*)

would be those properties endorsed by our scientific theories that, upon furthet inspection,

lack causal powers. The only properties that might fall under this category àre extrinsic
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properties, but one need only look to counterfactuals to prove that extrinsic ptoperties,

particularly relational properties, satisfy the Counterfacital Criterion for Causal Efficacy.If.

object x has the property being lwo feet ltfr of-y at world w, r}ren in any world wx where x lacks

this property there wiII be a different distribution of narural properties (e.g., spatial

properties lske being located ar L), so something other than ¡y's being two feet left of 1 wt[' be

different.

One might object that the above revision to (P4) is either ad hoc or contentious. I'm

inclined to think that it is perhaps both, but not objectionably so. Left unrevised, pa) is

acceptable, not only to nominaLists, but also to realists about abstract objects who hold that

abstracta have causal powers. (P4) will, howevet, be unacceptable to tealists who believe that

abstracta lack causal pov/ers or epiphenomenalists about consciousness. If there are abstract

objects or phenomenal experience, there is, I think, good reason to believe they would have

causal pov/ers. The revision to (P4), in the form of e4*), is, for this reason, a concession to

epiphenomenalists or realists who wili countenance ineft abstracta. Those who find this

revision objectionably ad hoc, they need only ignore it and endorse one of tìre many positions

compatible with pa). To those who find p4) too contentious, I can only suggest that their

conception of abstracta and phenomenality is both implausible and mysterious. tùØ-hy, after

all, would there be something that does nothing?

One might further object thatan additional revision, one that preserves mereological

commitments, is no more ad hoc than the above revision. I think this objection fails because

mereological properties, unlike phenomenal or set-theotetic properties are not required to

g¡ve z complete description of reahty: they are not natural properties. So a tevision that

distinguishes phenomenal and set-theoretic properties from mereological properties can be

independently justified.
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3.3 The RevisedArgument ftom Epiphenomenality

Having shown that objections to both premises can be managed via compromise or counter-

objection, it would seem that the revised argument against simpìicity stands:

(P3) Simplicity has no causal powers.

("4*) Purportedly physical properties with no causal pov¡ers do not exist.

e5) Simpìicity is purportedly physical.

(C2) Simplicity does not exist. (from P3, P4*, P5)

Taken together with the Ni-bilist's argument against composite objects, the following

stronger argument can be offered agarnst all mereological properties:

(P6) Mereological ptopertres have no causal powers.

("7) Purpottedly physical properties with no causal pov/ers do not exist.

e8) Mereological propetties are purportedly physical.

(C3) Meteological properties do not exist. (from P6, P7, P8)

This conclusion entails the falsity of IMH, since it maintains that there are neither simples,

given tìre non-existence of simplicity, nor gunk, given the non-existence of the property

composing x.s3

53 Àccordìng to some, the non-existence of composition wou.ld entail the flofl-existence of simplicity, given that
some hold simpies to compose themselves.
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3

Gunk

"Hence, a homogenous contjnuum which adrnits of the so¡t of divisibiJity needed to realtze

the infinitely small is nowhere to be found in reality." 
- 

Hilbert

1. The Arguments for (and against) Gunk

If IMH is true and there are no mereological simples, then all objects must have proper

parts, which in tum have proper parts themselves and so on ad infnitum. Such objects would

be gunk. Ân object is gunk if and only if every part of that object has a proper part.

Mereology is commonly thought to apply to at least two ontological categories: material

objects and regions of space. For this reason, the¡e ate commonly thought to be two types

of gunk: material gunk and spatial gunk. In this chapter I will be concerned only with the

former. That said, there is an important relation between these two ontological categories

and their alleged mereological structures.
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It might be the case that, if spatial regions are atomic (i.e., consist of points thathave

no proper parts), then it is impossible for matenal objects to be gunþ. Conversely, the

exisrence of gunþ spatial regions might pteclude the possibility of atomic material objects.

The interplay between the mereological composition of mztenal objects and the mereology

of the spatial regions they occupy is no simple matter. To some extent, the lack of consensus

about the meteological relation between spatial regions znd matenal objects is a function of

the diversity of views about the ontological status of space and time.sa My aim in this chapter

is not to adjudicate these disputes. Instead, I will be concetned mainly with the issues

surrounding gunry material objects and the ârguments both for and against their existence.ss

I w-ll frst survey the arguments for the existence of gunk and then, after teviewing a recent

ârgument against the existence of gunk, offer several additional ârguments against gunk.tu

1.1The Inductive Argument for Gunk

The Inductive ,A.rgument for the existence of gunk is not â complicated one. ,{t several

points in the history and pre-history of physics, scientists have claimed that the fundamental

level of physical reùsr¡ has been identified. In each case, it has been conclusively shown that

objects these scientists held to be constitutive of the fundamental level of physical realtty are,

in fact, not elements of the fundamental level. Given the possibility that this process of

discovery could continue indefinitely as well as the assumption that the descending levels

posited in physical theory can be analysed in mereological terms (e.g., atoms are composed

5a I have in mind here the dispute between substantivalist and relationist views of spacetime, which differ as to

whether reg'ions of space exist.

55 Àrguments for and against the existence of gr:nky regions of spacetìme, rather than gun-ky material objects,

can be found in Forrest (1996) and,\rntzenius (À4S).

só Hudson (2001) offers an argument against the existence of gunk, but since his argument relies on the claim

that either the MaxCon Änswer or the Point-Sized,à¡rswer is correct, I ignore it in what follows.
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of protons, which âre composed of quarks, which âre composed of strings), the Inductive

Ârgument for gunk can be offered. It is, roughly, as follows: we keep chopping up obiects

and fìnding mote objects; therefore, objects can be chopped up ad infnitum and, because of

this, objects are gunþ. Schaffer (2003) offers the foliowing version of the Inductive

,{rgument for gunk:

Indeed, the history of science is a history of finding ever-deeper structure.

We have gone from "the elements" to "the âtoms" (etymology is revealing),

to the subatomic electrons, protons, and neutrons, to the zoo of. "elementary
particles," to think that the hadrons are built out of quarks, and now we
hypothesize that the quarks are built out of preons (in order to explain why
quarks come in famiJies). Should one not expect the future to be like the

. r57pâsrr

Sider (1993) also offers an ârgument, intended to establish the mere possibility of gunk:

Scientists discovered that hydrogen 'atoms' have proper parts' Then they

discovered that protons have proper parts. At one point, at least, it was

Iegitimate scientific hypothesis that this process could go on forever, that
there is no end to the wodd's complexity. A metaphysical theory should not
have the consequence that a legitimate scientific hypothesis is metaphysically

rmpossible. So we ought to accept the possibiJity of material objects made of
r58gunK.

It should be evident that the Inductive -Argument for the acrttal existence of gunk is

Iess compelling than the argument for the mere possibility of gunk. The inductive case fot

the actual existence of gunk is, in fact, 
^ 

.very weak one, since the evidence the argument

appropriates in supporting the conclusion that gunk exists can be explained without

invoking gunk. Instead, reference to contingent facts about the history of physical science

and the propensity of scientists, like ph-ilosophers, to make claims about the fundamental

nature of the wodd can explain the evidence the Inductive Argument telies on.

57 Schaffe¡ (2003) p. 503.

s8 Sider (1993) p.287.
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Given the complexity of the physical world and the comparadvely short history of

physics, it should not be su¡prising that we have yet to determine the fundamental character

of the material universe. To infer, from out present nte of progress, that the discovery of

fundamentat physical entitres is impossible is to exceed the hlpotheses suppoted by the

evidence. That said, the inductive argument for the possibility of gunk, in virtue of its mote

modest conclusion, is more difficult to undercut. Still, I will present my case against the

possibility of gunk in Sections 2 and3.

1.2 TbLe Topological Atgument for Gunk

In contrast to the Inductive Argument, Dean Zknrnerman's argument for the existence of

gunk relies on a family of related topological notions drawn from the prehistory of fotmal

mereology and topology. By drawing upon three topolog¡cal definitions, Ztrnmerman offers

a transcendental argument fot the existence of at least some gunk on the grounds that there

is contact between matedal objects. The definitions he requires for deducing the necessiry of

gunk are the following:

x is a closed object =0, x is spatially located object; and for eyery J such thaty
is a part of x adjacent to a region which is not fi.lled by 

^ 
p^ttof x, there is a

set A of simple p^ïts of J such that each member of A is adjacent both to
regions fiiled by parts of x and regions not filled by any pat of x.

x is an open object =ar x is a spatially located object; x has proper parts; and

there is no set of simple parts of x such that each member is adjacent both to
regions fi.lted by parts of x and regions not filled by any pafi of x.se

Contact If two objects are in contâct, then it is impossible for two distinct
non-overlapping objects to be closer together than the two objects in
questìon.uo

se Zímmerrr'an (199ó) p. 6.

óo lbid. p. 9.
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-A.ssuming the existence of contact, Zknmertnan attemPts to establish the existence

of gunk by arguing that worlds populated by extended physical objects with (i) only closed

surfaces, (ü) only open surfaces, (iìi) only partially open surfaces, and (iv) a mixture of ciosed

and open surfaces are all. either impossible or entail the existence of gunk.ót The remaining

possibility that accounts for the existence of contact is the eústence of open surfaces that

are made up of at least some gunk.o' Zimm.rman says,

Thus, if there are extended objects, they must have extended parts which (a)

are infinitely divisible (since they ate extended), but þ) cânnot be identified
without remainder with a sum of extended parts. Consequently, if there are

extended objects, then they have at least some parts that satisfy David
Lewis's descrþtion of a piece of 'atomless gunk'.63

Zinmerman's argument against the existence of (i) holds that, given a condnuum of

non-denumerably infinite spatial points, no tu/o points can ever come into contacü there will

always be some spatial magnitude, no matter how infinitesimal, preventing t'wo points from

being as close together as possible: "however hard you push tq/o closed surfâces together,

there will always be a three-dimensional region sepatating the simples on their skifls."6a

Zimmerman then offers several arguments against (ü). In particular, he indicates that,

given the assumption that t-here are composite objects, there cânnot be a wodd where

objects have only open surfaces. He says,

ff]he suggestion that all extended objects afe open but also composed of
simple parts remains utterly incredible. Consider a solid open sphere which,

6l -d skin of simples would be a set of simpie obiects that occupy all and only the boundary points of the

outemost region occupied by an obiect.

ó2 Some have rejected most, if not all, of the presuppositions Zimmerman's argument requires. Fot example,

Kline and Matheson (1987) indicate that contact (or "collision") can be explained without recourse to topology:

"It is easy to imagrne a mechanism for collisions whereby they occur as the result of some short or long-ranged

force. Thus two objects couJd repel each other violently without touching, in the way that electrons repel each

other. Whjle this situation makes perfect sense, it is not a mechanistic one." þ. 510). Kline and Matheson also

register concem rvith the open and closed distinction: "ffie find the assertion that a physical obiect does not

inðlu¿e its boundary to be completely mysterious, but this may only reflect our lack of imagination" þ' 513).

63 Zimrr'erman (1996) p. 8.

6a Ibid. p. 12.
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on the present view, consists of a collection of simple parts filling every plane

and line running through its interior. Don't the simples filling the plane that
separates the sphere's left and right halves form an object - ^ 

very thin fikn
cutting the sphere in halP But then why is it impossible for the left
hemisphere 

^.rd 
thir thin film to form apartally closed object?6s

Zimmerman exhausts the flnal options, (üi) and (iv), by arguing that, according to

these views, we would need to attribute strânge repulsive powers to objects given their

topological interacdons. But, given that (üi) and (iv) require positing tlese strange tepulsive

powers, we shouid reject these remaining options. So, given that the above topological

possibilities are exhausted, Zknmerman holds that open sutfaces with a skin of gunk are

required (he dubs this view 1X/hiteheadian'): no distinct non-overlapping extended objects

could be closer together than objects related by the ÏThiteheadian contact-relation, since no

objects could have "disdnct but coincident skins of simples."6ó

An objection offered in Sider (2000) against Zimmerman's atgument provides

sufficient reason to reject it as a proof of the existence of gunk. This objectìon holds that

there is no reason to posit mysterious repellent forces that are necessarily keyed to the

interactions between different objects. Instead, the strange topological intetactions that

Zknmerman believes take place in (Ð and (iv) are explicable in terms of the modal

properties of material objects. There are worlds lik. (-) and (iv); however, there are also

worlds where material objects interpenetrate or repel because of non-topologicai properties.

For this reason, we should rcjectZknmerman's claim that (üi) and (iv) entail the existence of

such forces; th"y are merely worlds that can be accounted for glven Humean

Recombination. As a result, we should deny that (üi) and (iv) are impossible. Following

ós lbid. p. 16.

óó lbid. p. 13
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Sider, McDaniel Q004) focuses upon Zimmermân's concepdon of mater:Lal objects, which

relies on the following claim:

(Ì\4atter): Necessariþ, if x and J are m^terial objects, then it is not
possible for x and 1 to exactÌy occupy the same region of space (at

the same time).6?

McDaniel's case against (I4atter) rests on the familiat argument for the possibiJity of

co-location offered earlier in Chapter 2. Given this atgument, unless we hold there to be de re

modal constraints on the modon of physical objects, thereby violating the Humean principle

that denies necessary connections between distinct existences, we cannot explain why co-

located objects are impossible. \X/e ought to reject necessary connections betq/een distinct

existences, especially of this odd de re qtpei so, if Zimmermân's account of rrratenal objects

requires such a connection, we ought to reject Zimmerman's âccount of material objects

along with his account of contact. Because of the erÍarLt modal assumptions required to

support the Topological A.rgumerrt, as noted by Sider and McDaniel, this argument for the

existence of gunk fails.68

1.3 The Super-Cutting Ârgument against Gunk

In Hawthorne and Weatherson Q004), the consequences of positing the existence of gunk

are shown to extend beyond strictly mereological considerations. Given the existence of

gunk and the truth of the three assumptions below, it follows that motion in the physical

universe cannot be continuous:

Conservation of Matter: No mereological sum of quantities of matter can be

destroyed by any sequence of cuts (though it may be scattered).

ó7 See Zimmerman (1996) pp.2-4.

68 See also Mason (2000) for an earler case against the Topological Argument.
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Occupation: If a quantity of matter occupies a point of space, then there is
some volume, extended in all dimensions, to which that point belongs which
that quantity of matter occupies.

Supet-cutting: The laws of the world permit supet-cutdng.6e

Hawthorne and Weatherson offer a formal model for viewing the super-cutting of gunk tÌrat

seems nomologically possible. Super-cutting is a supettask (i.e., an operadon that requires an

infinite number of actions to occur in a finite amount of time) that involves the division, in

this case, of a piece of gunk an infinite numbet of times.

By dividing and then moving pieces of gunk in the course of a super-cutting that

takes one second and requires only one inch of space, the gunk occupying a region S is

shown to be botì dense (such that "for any pointy in S, and any distance d, there is another

point i in S such that þ-fl . tÌn\ as well as disconnectel (such that "for âny two pointsy and 1

in S, there is an extended region rbetweenT and l that is wholly unoccupied"Tl). These two

features of gunk are, however, inconsistent. The density of the region requires that any open

distance must be occupied by a point, but because the region is disconnected thete must be

unoccupied, opefl distances. In order to make consistent these two features, Hawthome and

\X/eatherson argue that all the pieces of gunk would have to "jump location at the limit"7z

and, in doing so, allow for a distribution of pieces compatible with both the denseness and

disconnectedness of region S.

Facing the choice between denying continuity of modon ot denying the existence of

gunk, it would seem that some methodological considerations must be brought to bear.

óe Flawthome and Weatherson (2004) p.341.

70 ibid. p.346.

71 Ibid. p. 34ó.

72Ibid p. 347.
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Consider, then, Lewis's remarks on the prospects for advocating revisionist theses

mathematics and set theory on purely philosophical gtounds. He says,

I'm moved to laughter at the thought of how presumptuous it would be to

reject mathematics for philosophical reasons. How would you like the job of
telling the mathematicians t-hat they must change their ways, and abiure

countless errors, now that phìlosophy has discovered that there are no

classes?73

If Lewis is right that "philosophy is as shaþ as can b","'* then the very idea of an advocate

of gunk explaining to physicists that motion is not contjÍuous seems absurd.

There is, however, at least one reason to doubt that the Super-Cutting Argument is

sufficient grounds to deny the existence of ali gunk: the possibility of point-sized gunk. If

point-sized gunk is possible and point-sized objects are indivisible, then some gunk will not

be super-cuttable. So the existence of gunk of the pornt-sized vanety, unlike gunk located at

more than one spatial point, does not obviously entail the denial that motion is continuous.

2. Thr* Modal Arguments against Gunk

The case for the mere possibility of gunk is a sftong one. Given that we seem able to

conceive of an object being divided into parts and that we can conceive of this Process being

repeated indefinitely, it seems that we can conceive of gunk. The infetence ftom the

appârent conceivabiÏty of gunk to its possibility is, of course, contestable. Nevertheless, the

conceivability of gunk provides enough evidence for most to af[ttm that gunk exists at some

possible world. So, in order to establish the impossibiìity of gunk, despite its appatent

conceivability, a contradiction must derived ftom the claim that gunk is indeed possible' In

this section, I attempt to do exactly this.

73 Lewis (1991) p. 59

7a Ibid. p. 58.
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Z.LTLLe Gu¡k Reductio

The existence of gunk entails the existence of composition. ,A.Iong with the eústence of

composition, the existence of gunk also entails the existence of an infinite number of objects

all of which are composed by some other objects and all of which also compose themselves,

Nihilism, which holds that objects compose only themselves, is incompatible with gunk

because it rejects what I will call "plural composition." Plural compositìon occurs when there

are some objects, the xs, that compose and objecty andy is not identical to any of the ¡"s'

Because gunk entails plural composition, an ârgument against plural composition counts

against the possibiJity of gunk.

In Chapter 2 (Section 3), the Nihilist's ârgument against plural composition based

on the epiphenomenal character of composite objects was considered. If that atgument

holds, then there is no gunk; however, a frrrther ârgument against plutal composition can be

offered, one that relies on the initial assumption that gunk is possible. This argument is

parasitic on ân argument offered in Sider (1993) against views of composition that are

incompatible with the existence of gunk.

In 'Tan Inwagen and the Possibility of Gunk," Sider argues that Nihilism and

Organicism enraü the impossibility of gunk; but, according to Sider, there is good reason to

think that gunk is possible, so Nihilism and other views of composidon incompatible with

gunk (GICs) are false.

(P1) If any GIC is true, then it is true at all possible worlds'

e4 At any world where gunk eústs, all GICs are false'

(P3) There is a possible world whete gunk exists.

(c1) There is a possible world where all GICs are false. (from P2,P3)

(CZ) Äll GICs are false. (from P1, Cl)
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If all GICs are false, then one of two positìons is very likely to be true: Universalism

or Brutalism. In Chapter 2 (Section 2),I argued that we ought to reject the Brutal,{nswer to

the Simple Question. The same reasons that count against the Brutal Answer can also be

extended to show that Brutalism, in conjunction with BCF, is an untenable position.

Brutalism is void of utility, entails skepticism about matenal objects, and is metaphysically

repugnant, so it should not be accepted as a view of simplicity ot composition. If Brutalism

is rejected, then the remaining view of composition available is Universalism. But there is

also good reason to reject Universalism.

Not only is Universalism at odds with the Doctrine of the Mereological Circle, which

is consistent only with primitivism or eliminativism about compositìon, it also entails both

the eústence of radically counterintuitive objects and the denial of uncontroversial

possibilities. The former charge, that the objects entailed by Universalism offend our

intuitions about objecthood, is a serious one, but it is not a decisive objection. The existence

of an object that has Pluto, BiJly Zane, and Peru as its parts is obviously aradical entity to

countenance, but its intuitive oddness is a theoretical price some are willing to Pay.

A furthet problem with Universalism, discussed in Comesãn, (MS), which cannot be

as easily dismissed, adses because, if Universalism is true, there is no possible world whete

there are only two things. Given that Universalism holds that for any objects, the xs, there is

an objectT such that the ls are parts of y a wotld where thete are only two objects, a and b,

would also contain the fusion of a and b, a*b. Therefore, there is no wodd where there are

only two things; nor would there be a wodd where there are only four things; nor would

there be any wodd where there are anything other than 2"-1 objects.tt The claim that there is

no world where only nvo things exist is, at the very least, a difficuit one to accePt. In fact, it

is See Eagle GvlS) p. ¡.
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is difficult to imagine what would constitute â more uncontroversial modal claim than

"There could be only two objects." Faced with the possibìlity of claiming that any wodd

where there are anything other than 2"-1 objects is impossibie or reiectìng Universalism,

there is reâson enough to deny Universalism.

If Universalism and Brutalism are false, then we ought to endorse eliminativism

about composition. But, given the antecedent assumpdon that gunk is possible, the

conúadiction between the claim that there is no composition and the claim that there is

necessari\ some composition arises. The resultant redacÍio of the possibility of gunk can be

formulated as follows:

(A.1) (,{.ssumption) Thete is a possible world where gunk exists.

e1) If any GIC is true, then it is true at all possible worlds.

e2) ,A.t any world where gunk exists, all GICs are false.

(C3) There is a possible world where all GICs are false. (from A7,P2)

(C4) All GICs are false. (from P1, C3)

e4) If all GICs are false, then either Universalism or Brutalism is true.

(P5) Brutalism is false.

(P6) Universalism is false.

(C5) Not all GICs are false. (from P4, P5, P6)

(C6) There is no possible world where gunk exists. (from Â1, C4, C5)

This reductio can be best resisted by denþg the truth of either (P5) or e6). If one is wilting

to accept the unappealing results entailed by denying (P6), then one can say that the

argument is unsound and the possibility of gunk remains; however, denying (P6) would

require rejecting the Doctrine of the Mereological Circle, which is incompatible with any

reductivist account of composition. This result should, at the very least, make eliminativist
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about gunk more appealing; however, there is still a second argument avatfable to the

eliminativist that does not fely on a tefutation of Brutalism or Universalism.

2.2 Tbc Inverse Modal Atgument

The crux of Sider's argument against GICs is the modal status of mereological claims about

composition and fundamentality. Given that Sider holds that the modal status of these

claims varìes, a distinction between two t1?es of mereological laws is needed. Composilion /aws

determine the conditions under which composition occurs; therefote, any ânswer to the

Composition Question pu{ports to offer a composition law. Fandamentalitl laws are exhausted

by laws that posit mereological atomicity (simples), atomlessness þunk), or a combination of

both simples and gunk. There are, given this distinction, four ways the modal status of these

two types of laws might be viewed (et'C'indicate contingency and'N'indicate necessity).

Sider's argument requires that composition laws are necessarl, which is compatible

with either the (A) view or th" (B) view; howevet, the (A) view would entail that either

atomicity or atomlessness is impossible, but Sider claims atomlessness is a legitimate

scientifrc hypothesis. Änd, if gunk is a legitimate hypothesis, it would seem atomicity is as

well. Therefore, the (Ä) view would entail that a legitimate scientific h¡potheses is

metaphysicaliy impossible: a conclusion Sider is opposed to. As such, there is good reason to

think he is committed to the @) view.7ó If this is the case, then composition laws are,

(A) (B) (c) p)

N-Composition Laws N-Composition Laws C-Composition Laws C-Composition Laws

N-Fu¡damentality Laws C- Ft¡ndamentality Laws C-Fundamentality Laws N-Fundamentality Laws

76 See Sider (1993) p.287.
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according to Sider, necessary, while fundamentality laws ate contingent. \X/ith these modal

mereological claims as premises, the impossibility of the GICs can be deduced; however,

there is reason to be skeptical about the soundness of Sidet's argument. Consider the above

views of the modality of the mereological laws individually.

The (,A.) View: If the (rA.) view is correct, then Sider's argument is not a particularly

interesting case for the falsity of the GICs. Sider would, given th" (Ð view, merely be

claiming that gunk necessarily exists; therefore, all GICs are false. But this atgument falls

short of being compelling, since Sider fails to provide reason to commit to anything more

than the contingent existence of gunk.

The @) View: If the @) view, which Sider seems to endorse, is correct and the

existence of gunk is contingent, then Sider's argument is both sound and interestìng.

The (C) View: If the (C) view is correct, then Sider's argument is unsound, since the

GICs need not be true at all possible worlds. Moreover, if the (Q view is true, then no

interesting modal meteological arguments are possible'

The (D) View: The (D) view is an interesting view of the modal status of the

mereological laws. It is also the jnverse of the (B) view defended by Sider. If the (D) view is

correct, then an argument against gunk can be formulated, an argument that pzrallels the

ârgument Sider gives against GICs. This argument runs as follows:

e7) If atomlessness is true, then it is true at all possible worlds.

(PB) ,tt any world where Nihlism is true, atomlessness is false.

(P9) There is a possible world where Nihlism is true.

(C7) There is a possible world where atomlessness is false. (from P8, P9)

(C8) Atomlessness is false. (ftom P7, C7)
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This argument entails that there is no gunk. But, if it is to be a defensible argument

against the exisrence of gunk, then a defence of the p) view of the modality of meteological

laws is required. The reasons for endorsing the (I)) view can be outlined by answering two

distinct questions: Why are composition laws contingent? And why are fundamentality laws

necessary?

Why might composition laws be contingent? Lewis denies that obiects necessardy

perdure or endure. ,\t the far reaches of the multiverse, the metaphysics of matenal objects

are entirely d.ifferent from the metaphysics of matetial objects ât our acr-nl world. That

objects do not necessarily perdure or endure casts some doubt upon the necessity of othet

claims about the metaphysics of matenal objects. In particular, it seems to be a defensible

view that Organicism is true only at outer wotlds, while some other view of composition is

true in worlds (non-spatially) closer to home. If so, then the (C) view or th" (D) view, which

both make composition laws contìngent, âre not implausible ontological views.

Why are fundamentaLity laws necessary? Because at least some ontological categories

are necessarily atomic or atomless. In particular, tlre ontological c^tegoty of sets, if there are

such things, is necessarily atomic. There are no g"nky sets. A set is either a singleton or a

fusion of singletons. In either case, if it has proper parts, those proper Parts do not all have

pïoper pafts; thefefore, it is impossible for sets to be gunþ. This seems to be an essential

fezg1ue of the ontological category of sets. The same seems to hold true for propositions, if

there are uny." On could have a vastly complex proposition, but it would nevertheless have

constituents that are necessarily atomic. If fundamentality laws obtain necessarily in the case

77 Mereologrcal extensionality would seem to fail if propositions are composed mereologically, since different

propositoris may have the så*e constituents; however, propositions might have thei¡ stnrcture as a part in the

*ui afr^t some úold objects to have the time at which they eúst 
^s ^ 

p^rt' See Rosen and Dorr (2002) for

discussion.
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of some ontological categories, there is good reason to think that the ontological category of

mateÅzlobject is also governed by a necessary fundamentality law.78

If these reasons are sufficient to entice one to adopt th" @) view, then tlle above

argument for the impossibiJity of gunk should be a compelling one. A.dopting the (D) view

has not here been shown to be an inevitable result of analyÀng the modality of mereology,

but it should be clear that there is room for dissent about the modal status of the laws of

mereology. And, if th. (D) view is correct, then t-here is no gunk at any world.

3. The Set-Theoretic Argument against Gunk

A third argument against the existence of gunk emerges when the possible varieties of gunk

are considered. Given antecedent commitment to the possibility of gunk, there is no clear

and principled reason to deny further gunry commitments that clash directly with otherwise

atttactfve set-tleoredc and metaphysical commitrnents. This is particulady unappealing glven

the defensible thesis that mathematics is ultimately ¡educible to set theory. To see how this

rìirect conflict between mereology and set theory arises, two theses are required. One is

mereological; the other is set-theotetic.

S.l Hypergunk

(HG) Hypergunk is possible.

HG is a modal mereological claim about the possible composition of the world. It says that

there is a possible world that is, not only non-atomic, but also massively gunry. Än obiect is

78 One might object that, given results in non-well-founded set theory, sets can, in fact, be gunþ; however,

if non-well-founded sets exist, then, given the failure of the Foundation Axiom, a set can have itself as a

subset. If so, the subset relation would not be anti-symmefric and, pace Lewis ( I 99 I ), it couìd be proven

that sets are not be composed mereologically.
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hypergunk when "it is atomless, and whenever there are some of its parts there are some

others of its parts such that there are more of the second than there are of the frst."7e That

is, "something is hypergunk iff it is atomless, and for every set S containing only parts of it

there is another set S' containing only parts of it which has a subset whose members are

equinumerous with the members of S, but S' is not itself equinumerous with S."80

Although a mereological definition of hypergunk is unproblemadc, hypergunk has a

number of interesting ontological consequences solely because it entails the existence of

such a massive number of individuals. As Daniel Nolan has shown, a consequence of

hypergunk's sheer size rules out a number of views about the nature of possible worlds.8l If

a world is held to be a set of propositions, then hypergunk cannot exist at any possible

world. This is because

Hlpergunk is gunk such that for any set of its parts, there is a set of strictly
grc^tü cardinality of its patts. There v¡ould thus be too many pieces of
hypergunk to form â set - for any sized set, there would be enough pieces of
hypergunk to make up a larger set.82

If possible v¡odds are sets of ptopositions, no world could be orie at which there is

hlpergunk. For there would be no set large enough to include all the propositions required

to express the existence of a piece of hypergunk: 1part,, of piece of hypergunk x, exislence);

1patt,,+r of piece of hypergunk x, exislence>; and so forth. Defendets of theories of modality

that hold worlds to be sets of propositions might claim that hypergunk is, for this reason,

impossible. To claim that hypergunk is impossible on the grounds that its existence is

inexpressible given certain views about possible worlds is, however, an 'tnzdequâte 
case

7e Nolan (200\ p.307.

80 Ibid. p. 306.

8r lbid. p. 308.

82 lbid. p. 305.
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against hlpergunk. In order to show hypergunk to be impossible, some account of why an

object that has such an immense cardinality of parts is impossible is required'

There âre a number of ways one might motivate the rejection of HG, but most of

them rely entirely on antecedent commitments to other ontological views (e'g., those about

possible worlds) and, for this reason, fali short of convincing. One might, however, attempt

to prove hypergunk impossible through ân argument like the following:

(Pl3) No point-sized object has proper parts.

(P14) Hypergunk has a strongly inaccessible number of ptoper parts.

(C11) ,{.ny piece of hypergunk has a strongly inaccessible number of non-

point-sized patts. (from P13, P14)

(P15) All objects that arc not point-sized are extended.

(Pló) All extended objects are located at more than one spacetime point.

(C12) A piece of hypergunk must be located at more than a strongly

inaccessible number of spacetime points (from C11, P15, P16)

eq There cânnot be a strongly inaccessible number of spacetirne points.

(C13) There cânnot be hypetgunk. (from C72,P1'7)

This argument holds that, because the massive number of parts of hypergunk have fi:rthet

parts and something can have parts only if it is extended, any piece of hypergunk must be

located at a strongly inaccessible number of spacetìme points. The number of spacedme

points in the wodd, given certain assumptions about location and cardtnality, cannot be

strongly inaccessible in number; therefore, there cannot be any hypergunk, since it is too big

to exist in spacetime.

,{.s formulated, this argument seems to beg the question against at least one variety

of hypergunk, since it assumes that hypergunþ spacetime is impossible. Regardless, the
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point of the argument is to draw out a more fundamental concern that actually provides

evidence for the possibility of hypergunk, if mere gunk is held to be possible. If the modal

principle of Humean Recombinadon entails that any way to instantiate a fundamental

relation is possible, then the occupation relation that obtâins between objects and locations

can be recombined to allow for the possibiJity of co-located point-sized objects and fruther

extended ro allow for point-sized hypergunk.s' In fact, in order to preclude the possibiJity of

the extreme co-location required for hypergunk, one would have to endorse a necessâry

connection between distinct existences. With this high cost of denying HG in mind, it seems

we ought to âccept the possibility of hypetgunk.

3.2 Urelement

(urelement) (3x)(Set(x) n (Vy)(-Set(y) -+ y € x))

Urelement is a posit of our best mathemattcal and metaphysical theories. It is not only

required for a robust account of strongly inaccessible cardinals in second-order ZFC; it also

ensures the existence of a set of all individuals, which is required if we hope to make

ontological claims intended to apply to ali individuals with petfect generality. Urelement is

also necessary to ensure the categoricity of second-order ZFC. Without categoricity, the

truth-value of the claims about strongly inaccessible cardinals vary across models of ZFC

and, as a result, the results of set-theotetic investigations into their ptoperties are

indeterminate.so In light of the work that Urelement does in set theory and metaphysics,

there is good reason to adopt it. McGee extols the virtues of Urelement as follows:

83 See Sider (MSa) for discussion.
sa Following Uzquiano (forthcoming), "À cardinal K is strongly inaccessible just in case: (i) K is not

denumerable. (ü) For any ), < K,2x < Ç and (Ð K cannot be represented as the supremum of fewer than K
smaller ordinais. In sum, K cannot be reached from lower cardinalities through applications of the operations

used in (ü) and (üi)."
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\ü7e need the Urelement Set ,{.xiom to ensure that there is such a set as lJo

[the set of all urelements]. Once we have lJo, the axioms of ZFCU will
guarâfltee the existence of the other U,s [any subset of the set of all

urelements]. . . Without the [Urelement] axiom, we should have no reason to

suppose that U. exists, so no reason to suppose that any of the Uos exist. The

whole construcdon never gets off the ground.ss

There are two ways of motivating the Urelement Set Axiom, one ftom the

bottom up, as â picture of how the univetse of set theory is built up, the

other from the top down. Models in which we clip off the construction of
the universe at the fust inaccessible, either by treating erstwhile large sets as

t¿re/emente or by excluding them from the universe of set-theoretic discourse,

are unintended models, we wânt to say, because the intended models of set

theory are ones in which the universe of pute sets is as alarge as possible.s6

To show that HG and Urelement are incompatible, imagine a world where there

exists a piece of hlpergunk. A.t this world, if we adopt Urelement, then there is a set of all

ind.ividuals; however, if we know anything about hypergunk, we know the following: "There

would thus be too many pieces of hypergunk to fotm â set - for any sized set, there would

be enough pieces of hypergunk to make up a larger set."87 As a consequerlce, there can be no

U, that has all ind-ividuals at that world as members; therefore, Utelement is inconsistent

with the existence of hypergunk.ss Barring the rcIattvízztton of set-theotetic axioms to

wodds, there seem to be two options available fo¡ tesolving the tension between HG and

Urelement: GMS) take mereology seriously and deny Urelemenü GSTS) take set theory

seriousiy and deny HG.

There is some reason to think that TSTS is an attractive strategy; HG has disastrous

consequences for certain views about possible wodds, propositions, and properties.so Stj[, if

8s McGee (1991) p.52.

8ó lbid. p. 53.

87 Nolan (200a) p. 305.

88 Thanks to Gabriel Uzquiano for his very helpñ:J discussion of this point.

Be ,\ strategy not considered here is outlined in Hazen (2004) where Hazen details ZFSU set theory, which

ensures tt ãi ttr" set of all urelements is not a proper class. Às such, hypetgunk is held by Hazen to be
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hypergunk is indeed impossible, an independent proof of its ìmpossibility is needed. Such a

proof is absent and an ød hoc division between commitrnent to gunk and hlpetgunk would

be prima facie objectonable. Because this division is both ad hoc and not supported by

substantive argument, a dilemma ar-ises: If gunk is possible, then HG is true; if HG is true,

then Urelement is not necessarily true, but Urelement is necessarìIy true (or, at least a. vety

attracttve set-theoretic axiom and metaphysical posit). So, to preserve Utelement, one need

only adopt TSTS and deny the possibility of gunk.

There is already sufficient reason to think gunk is highly suspect; so, by endorsing

TSTS, set theory goes unmutilated and, by denying the existence of gunk (and HG with it),

TSTS is available without being adopted in a demonstrably ad hoc fashion. This is a desirable

result: it preserves our commitments to set theory and provides further evidence that IMH is

not a sewiceable hypothesis.

impossible on set-theoretic terms. Conveniently, this preserves Hazen's account of possible wo¡lds as sets of
propositions.
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4

Mereological Fictionalism

"A.n aggregate is nothing other than all those things from which it results taken at the same

time, which really have their unity only from a mind, on âccount of those things which they

have in corrìrnofl, ]ike a flock of sheep." 
- 

Leibniz

1. Fictionalisms

In the previous chapters, I have argued that, because there ate neither simples nor gunk,

IMH is false. But, if IMH is indeed false, then something more needs to be said about

quantification and ontological commitment. This is because disputes over the Composition

Question and the Simple Question are cofiünonly viewed as disputes over what things exist.

Äs different answers to the Composition Question and the Simple Question make different

claims about what physical objects exist, the position that I have defended, which rejects all

answers to the Composition Question and the Simple Quesdon, must offet an account of

what physical objects there are and how to interpret discourse about them.
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There are several ways in which an âccount that iejects IMH might be developed.

One possible account, which I outline in this chapter, attemPts to explain quantification over

and discourse abour physical objects by holding claims about mereological posits to be true

o^
only m trcbon.'"

This fictionalist account entails that existential claims about simples and composite

objects are true only rn fiction. In contrast to these truths of fiction, some existential claims

must be held to be true sinpliciter. To d.istingursh between those claims tfrat are true in fiction

and those claims that arc true simpliciter, a distinction must fust be drawn between those

objects quantìfred over in various theories and those objects we aîe, 'tn fact, ontologically

committed to (i.e., those objects that extst sinplicifef. The particular distinction between

quantification and ontological commitment I will adopt is outLined tn Azzouti Q004) and

hinges on what Azzouti calls 'The Separation Thesis'. The Separation Thesis denies that

objects that are quantified over in ayiomatrzed scientific theories are the objects whose

existence we âre committed to. ,{zzouni clarifies the Separation Thesis as follows:

When we regiment a scientific theory, or indeed, our entire conceptual

scheme, we will still (say) use Tarskian semântics with what have come to be

called 'objectual' quantifiers (we are nol considering the various technical

moves that, in the past, have been such an impottant part of the strategy to

avoid ontological commitrnents, e.g., substitutional quantification). However,

the existential and universal quandfiers, in neither the object language, nor

the metalanguage, urill be taken to have ontic force. Rather, that force will be

carried by an'existence' predicate, namely 'physically real', which we may

imagine to arise in both languages. In othet v/ords, the Tatski¿n formalism is

adopt.d, but without the standard ontological interptetation that usually

accãmpanies it. This move is perfectly cogent, since the fust-otder âpParatus

of an object language, even when connected to a metalanguage which 'g'ives'

eo There Àre mÀîy available aiternatives. One might adopt a non-mereological mode of comp.osition, following

Àrmstrong (1997). One could reìy on a "feature-placing language" that avoids ontological commitment,

follo*itrg"O;Leary-Hauthome and Cortens (1995). One could eschew fictionalism for something like the

conventionalism defended in Heller (1990). Or adopt an "indifferentist" approach to claims about simples and

composites. Indifferentism, as an ontàiogical stance, is outli¡ed in Eklund (forthcoming)' Ànother altemative is

outÌined in Sidelle (2002).
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it its semandcs, does not v/ear its ontological interpretation anywhere on its

logicat sleeves.et

The Separation Thesis is highly useful for formulatiog 
" 

comprehensive meteological

fictionalism, although it is not strictty nec.ssary.o'But, given the Separation Thesis, obiects

might be commitments of our scientific and semantic discourse, while, pace Quine's

Criterion, still being outside of the domain of ontological comrnitment (OC). If an obiect is

not included in the OC, then it can exist only in fiction. The distinction between existential

quantification and ontological commitment the Separation Thesis entails is a controversial

one and it raises at least one important question: V4rat is it that we are ontologically

committed to, if not those things quantified over in our best scientific theory? The most

plausible answer, and the one that I will endorse, is that the objects and ptoperties that

constitute the Humean mosaic posited by Lewis in the form of the Humean Supewenience

Base (HS-base) are the objects to which we are ontologically committed. Lewis describes

Humean Supewenience and its ontological comrnitments âs follows:

[Humean Supervenience] says that in a world like outs, the fundamental

relations are exactly the spatiotemporal relations: distance relations, both

spacelike and timelike, and perhaps also occupancy telations between point-

sized things and spacetìme points. And it says that in a world like ours, the

fundamental properties are local qualities: perfectly natural intrinsic

properties of points, or of point-sized occupants of points. Therefore it says

that all else supervenes on the spatiotemporal arrang^ement of local qualities

throughout ^l1tf 
hittory, past anã Present and future'e3

þumean Supewenience] is the doctrine that all there is to the wodd is a vast

mosaic of local matters of particular fact, just one little thing and then

another ... We have geometry: a system of extetnal relations of spatio-

temporal distances between points ... ,A.nd at those points we h¿ve local

qn^liti"rr perfectly natural intrinsic properties which need nothing bigger than

u point at which to be instantiated. Fot short, we have 
^n ^Ír^ngement 

of

et ,\zzovni (1997) p. 20ó. See Àzzouni (2004) for further discussion of the Separation Thesis.

e2 One might, for example, hold fictional ch¿racters to exist irzplicinr and then simply quanti& over fictional

composite objects.

e3 Lewis (199a) p. a7a.
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qualities. ,\nd that is all. There is no diffetence without difference in the

arrangement of qualities. -A'll else suPervenes on that.ea

Among the objects quantified over in our various theories but denied anything more

than existence infction are simples, composite objects, and the othet posits of mereology, all of

which are noticeably absent from the above fotmulation of Humean Supervenience. So,

accord,ing to the frctionalist who endorses this position, objects quantified over in scientific

theory but d.istinct from the elements of the HS-base do not fall within the OC.es

In hold.ing the OC to be so minimal and by denying the existence of macroscopic

objects, a fictionalist position of this sort runs the risk of being mistaken for Nihilism;

however, conflating these two views requires seriously misconceiving of either fictionalism

or Nihilism. By denying IMH, the fictionalist denies the existence of composite oblects and

mereological simples. And, wh-ile some Nihlists might hold the constituents of the HS-base

to be simples, any correspondence between the ontological commitrnents of the Nihilist and

the commitments'of the fictionalist is coincidental. This is because what determines the OC

of the fictionalist is a strictly non-mereological criterion. While the Nihilist holds x to exist if

and only if x is a simple, the fictionalist denies that simplicity is a necessary or suffi.cient

condition for inclusion in the OC. Moreover, the fictionalist denies the existence of simples

altogether and thereby rejects the existence of the only physical obiects Nilriìists are

committed to.

er Lewis (1986) p. ix.

es Schaffer (2003) comments indirectly on t]re compatibility of rejecting IMH and endorsing fundamentalify as

follows: "fllhe fundamentalist might maintain that, while there is no evidence for mereological atoms, there

may yet be evidence for something eise. I think that there is one parúculady interestìng form of this retreat, on

whicfi this 'something else' is a fr.¡ndamental supervenience base...The disassociation between the mereological

and superveni.nce hierarchies involved in this maneuver violates the fu¡damentalist assumption that these

connotãtions of 'levels' comport. Nevertheless, the view is perfectly consistent (although I know of no one

who has explicitty advocated rt)" þ' 509)'
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The mereological fictionalism being developed here should also be explicitly

distinguished from the compositional fictionalism outlined in Rosen and Dorr Q002).

Compositional fictionalism holds that composite objects, a subset of the possible

commitments entailed by IMH, do not exist. In this way, compositional fictionalism is a

vanety of Nihlism, since it maintains that, strictly speaking, only simples exist. The

compositional fictionalist and mereological fictionalist positions diffet because the

compositional fictionalist affums the existence of mereological simples and therefore the

truth of IMH, while mereological fictionalism denies, not only the existence of simples, but

also the truth of IMH.

2. How to be a Fictionalist

Fictionalism is a relatively novel development in ontology. Those who endorse fictionalism,

in any of its forms, hold that it can explain discourse about certain objects while avoiding

ontological commitment to these very objects. This is an appealing option for those who

reject the existence of abstract objects like numbers and possible worlds but think that talk

of such things is not meaningless. Because things like mathematical obiects and possible

worlds are markedly different from objects populating the physical world, fictionalist

accounts of mathematics and modality allow philosophers to continue using mathematical

and modal concepts without commiting to the existence of things like numbers and possible

wodds.

To establish that fictionalism about an ontologic l c tegoïy is a plausible position,

two things are required. First, ^ case must be made against the existence of the class of

objects that one hopes to be a fictionalist about. Second, it must be shown thata fictionalist

account cân support the theoretical commitments that a non-fictionalist account would
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(apart from ontological commitment to the objects one hopes to be a fictionalist about). For

example, the most notable formuiation of fictionalism, developed in Field (i980), holds that

we ought to consider mathematical claims to be akin to fictional cl¿ims. Field's case against

mathematical objects hinges on the typically nominalist claim that we cânnot acquire

knowledge of abstract objects, because abstract objects, unlike humans, exist outside of

space and time. The resulting problem of explaining how a human could interact with an

abstract object and thereby come to have knowledge of it constitutes, for Field, adequate

justification to reject the existence of mathematical objects.

Having provided a. c se against the existence of mathematical objects, Field then

provides a criterion for determining which mathemadcal f,ctions are "good" (i.e., why the

fiction of standard arithmetic is preferable to some other mathematical fi.ction). This

criterion relies on the claim that mathematics is'conservadve';that is, no assertiorls (other

than those about mathematical objects) entailed by it are dependent upon the act':al

existence of mathematical objects. Field's resulting position holds that

A mathematical t-heory needn't be true to be good; and, indeed, if it were

true, this wouldn't be enough for it to be good, for a good mathematical

theory must have a propefiy that might be called strong consistency or
conservativeness and that doesn't follow from ttuth alone. To say that a

mathematical theory M is strongly consistent is to say roughly that if you take

any theory T that says not-hing about mathemadcal entìties, and add T to M,
then if T is consistent, so is T + M.eó

In defending fictionalism, Field shows how a fictionalist view of mathematics can suPport

matì.emad.cal discourse and scientific pracdce wh-iIe arguing that the actual existence of

mathematical objects is dispensable to scientific theory.

Issues regarding the indispensabiJity of mathematical objects to sciendfi.c theory are,

in fact, central to Field's fictionalist programme. This is because, given Quine's Criterion, an

eó Field (1.98\ p.529.
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object falls within the OC only if it is quantified over in our best scientific theory. If Quine's

Criterion were adopted, Field's mathematical fictionalism would be tenable only if

mathematical objects afe not quantifi.ed over in our best scientific theories'

While the question of whether Field satisfactorily establishes the dispensabiJity of

mathematical objects is not yet settled, his strategy for accommodating the non-existence of

mathematical objects is only one of several.eT Field attempts to avoid commitment to

marhematical posits by denying that Quine's Critedon is satisfied by mathematical objects;

however, another strategy for defending nominalism is premised upon the reiection of

Quine's Critedon.

Azzouni, unlike Field, clearly rejects Quine's Criterion and defends the view that

ontological commitment and quantifrcation come apart in such ^ w^y as to avoid

commitment to some of the objects one quantifi.es over. This is the Separation Thesis

considered eadier. It is the latter strateS, advocated by Azzouni, that is of immediate and

grez;ter use to the mereological fictionalist. \)i4rile Field's stfategy femoves mathematical

objects from the scope of our un-restricted quantifi.er, .Azzouni's sttategy all.ows for

quantification over objects that we are not ontologically committed to. In this way,

,Nzzouti's strategy cân accorrìmodate unrestricted quantification ovef mereological posits

that arc denied existence simpliciTer. This utitity seems teason enough to Pursue Azzouni's

strategy rathet than Field's.

A central point to note is that any fictionalist project consists of two stages: â case

against the truth of propositions about a class of entities and then an outline fot how truth in

fiction can play the role of truth simplicifer without leaving discourse about ¿ class of objects

ei See Malament (1982) and Shapiro (1989) for arguments against Field's claim that quantification over

mathematicai objects is acrually dispensable in our best physical theo¡ies.
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impoverished. The distinction between these two stages is perhaps most aPparent in the case

of modal fictionaüsm.

Modal fictionalism, developed by Rosen (1990), holds that possible worlds, tJre

entities involved in modal discourse, exist only as creatures of fiction. Specifically, trutìrs

about possible worlds âre trLle only in the fi.ction of another theory of modality: namely,

Lewis's modal realism. As a result, Rosen's fictionalism amounts to the following

interpretation of modal discourse:

Let P be an abit:ary modal proposition. The modal realist will have rcady a

non-modal paraphrase of P in the language of possible wodds; call it .l}' The

realist's assertions about possible worlds are guided by explicit adherence to

the schema P iff P*. The fictionalist's parasitic proposal is thetefore to assert

every instance of the schema: P íff according to the hypothesis of the

plurality of worlds, P*.eB

This is a striking interpretation of modality. It affums that an altetnate account of possible

worlds adequately captures the genetal charactet of modality; but, by treating Lewis's modal

realism ("the hypothesis of the plurality of worlds") as a usefrrl fi.ction, modal fictionalism

avoids its extreme ontological commitments.

The motivation for fictionalism about possible worlds is largely a ptoduct of the

ontological dispute over how possible worlds can be plausibly held to exist. Lewis's modal

realism, which holds that an infinite number of worlds are as concrete as our owfl, is teiected

by many on the grounds of prima facie 
'tmplausibility; however, Lewis and others have

provided good reason to reject many other compelling views of possible worlds' Rosen, in

defending fictionalism, bypasses these problems by disavowing commitment to possible

worlds as objects while still retaining the richness of modal discourse. The construcdve

component of Rosen's fictionalism consists, for the most part, in asserting that an

interpretation of modal discourse is made possible by simply asserting the following

nt Rosen (1990) p. 338.
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biconditional: x (an arbitary modal claim) is true if and only if according to modal realism

the parallel claim xx (x panphnsed in terms of the hypothesis of the plurality of worlds) is

true.

In considering Rosen's frctionalism, an important question arises: \X/hy is the modal

realist f,rction superior to alternative modal fictions? Field, in offering a fictionalist account of

mathematics, endorses certain mathematical frctions (e.g., standard adthmetic) because of

their conservativeness; however, in dealing with the nâture of possible worlds, criteria like

conservativeness aÍe more d,ifficult to employ. In the case of possible worlds, the criteria that

seem relevant and sufficient for sustaining one fiction over other fictions, provided they all

satisfy the basic cntena required for possible world semantics (.'g., , possible world frction

should be able to provide an interpretation of possible wodd semantics), are largely

pragmatic in nature: utility, simplicity, economy. The vocabulary of Lewis's modal theory

offers much in the way of utility by endorsing the most unrestricted domain of

quantification, while avoid.ing problems surrounding representation and indeterminacy that

would plague other possible world fictions.ee

There are important analogies to be drawn between mereological fictionalism and

both mathematical and modal fictionalism. Mathematics and modal logic are constituted by

for:rnal systems that, to varying degrees, seem to require ontological commitrnents that

correspond to the constituents of these formal systems. Mathematics seems to entail the

existence of numbers, while modal logic, given possible-world semantics' seems to entail the

existence of possible worlds. In defending mathematical or modal fictionalism, the natural

inference from the uritity of a formal system (e.g., mathematics or modal logic) to the

existence of its formal constituents (e.g., numbers or possible worlds) must be denied.

ee See, for example, discussions of pictorial and tingrustic ersatzism in Lev¡is (1986).
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-A.n important feature of fictionalism to note is that the utility or applicability of

mathematics or modal logic is not ât issue. By defending fictionalism and denying that these

formal systems require ontological gtoundìng, one does not call into question the utility of

the results either system produces. Onty the inference to ontological comrnitment from the

utility of a formal system is denied by the mereological fictionalist. Like mathemadcs or

modal logic, mereology is a useful aúomatic theory; howevet, the ontological comrnitments

some hold it to require are, pace adherents of IMH, not defensible. Avoiding these

commitments allows one to avoid a number of undesireable tesults; and fi.ctionalism, by

denying the inference of existence from formal utility, makes avoiding these comrnitments

feasible.

In the two previous chapters, I have outlined why we have good reason to reject

IMH and the mereologrcal commitments it entails. In doing so, I have taken the fust step

towards providing a. c se for mereologicai fictionalism. An account of why a given

mereological fiction is "good" is now required. If such an account can be given, then

mereological fictionalism can be made into a defensibie view of mereology and the

metaphysics of material objects.

3. Fictions and Obiects

There is no shortage of mereological fictions. In fact, there ate a plutality of ways to divide

up the concrete world into composites and simples. Given this vast number of possible

fictions, what could serye as a satisfactory criterion for determining the "best" mereological

fiction? This is, of course, a loaded question. Up to this point I have denied IMH and

claimed that the OC is coextensive with the HS-base. If the HS-base is held to exist

simplicinr, why wouldn't the best mereological fiction be the fi.ction that is coextensive, in
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terms of entities posited, with the HS-base? The best and, I think, decisive ânswer to this

question is that utility motivates us to âdopt a vanery of fictions tn a vanety of cases.

Moreover, the utility afforded by a fictionalist interpretation of mereology is acrually

sufficient grounds to think it true. If, as Lewis claims, the sewiceable charactet of a

hypothesis is reason to think mereological fictionalism true, then the best argument for

mereological fictionalism rests, not on the objectìonable commitments of IMH, but on the

benefits fictionaüsm provides. 100

A hindrance comrnon to all views that entail IMH is that thete is no way to

accommodate instances in which a given view seems to yield counterintuidve results, since,

according to most philosophers, an ansv/er to the Composition Question is perfectly general.

This ensures that there can be no excepdonal cases. In denying the possibiJity of exceptions,

otherwise sewiceable hypotheses about composition become ptoblematic and demand high

metaphysical costs. Consider the problems faced by the four main accounts of composition:

(i) Universalism: Universalism requires that, for any xs, thete is an object 1 that the xs

compose. If true, Universalism, as eadier indicated, entails the modal claim that there can be

no world with only two objects. The impossibiJity of only two objects eústing seems

strikingly absurd and, if principled excepdons were avalfabie to the Universalist, this would

seem to be a case where such an exception would need to be granted.

(ü) Nihilism: The most intuitive objection to Nihjlism is that it seems to entail that, as

commonly conceived, I do not exist. ,{,s human beings, we conceive of ourselves as objects

ro0 One potential benefit wortl considerìng is the application of mereological fictionalism to puzzles of material

constitutjon. If there are indeed no composite objects, then there are, strictly speaking, no puzzles about how
such things are constituted. See Rea (1995) for discussion.
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that are spatially extended and composed of muitiple parts. The Nih-ilist, unlike the

Organicist, is forced to reject this intuition, for principled reasons, and deny the existence of

composite human beings along with all other macro-level objects.

(üi) Organicism: The Organicist, in attempting to provide a principled excepdon to an

otherwise Nihilistic position, relies on the metaphysical import of life as somehow

determining what entitres are composite objects. The cost of endorsing an Organicist

âccounr of composition arises because life and participation in the life of an organism are

vâgue concepts. If composidon and, therefore, existence are bound up with vague concepts,

then a purely epistemic or semantic account of vagueness is no longet adequate; vagueness

must be afforded ontological weight. But there is good teâson to think that the phenomenon

of vagueness is not ontological, gven that ontological vagueness entails vague identity.

(iv) Brutalism: Brutalism about composition might be compatible with our intuitions about

objects, but it might be utterly at odds with these intuitions. There is, as shown earlier,

simply no wây to know. Because Brutalism specifies no reductive criterion for determining

when composition takes place, no assessment of its benefits or costs is possible apar.t fuom

the skepticism about mereological analysis it genetates.

,4. chief virtue of fictionalism is that the insights that motivate these various vlews

can be respected without incurring any of the metaphysical costs. By adopting varyng

fictions in different instances, our elasd.c meteological intuitions can be validated without

requiring principled and exceptionless endorsement. We can posit mereological fictions,

which accommodate whatever intuitions one has, while avoiding commitment to plural
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composirion, which Nihilists find objectionable. !7e can retain the ability to interpret

d.iscourse about mztenal objects and, therefote, hold that I and other people exist, ìn a

fi.ctional sense, while avoid-ing the strânge modal consequences of Univetsalism and

commitment to ontological vagueness.

If one adopts mereological fictionalism, then, when claims are made about physical

objects other than those objects constitudve of the HS-base, these claims must be held to be

true only in fictjon. But, because different contexts 'wzrff^nt the adoption of different

fictions, a specification of what fiction is to be adopted in a given context is tequired. Our

everyday discourse about objects need not be subject to scrutiny of this kind; but, if

ontologically serious discussion is required, then the mereological fictionalist must specify

what composition and what fundamentality fictions ate being applied in the context of

quantification. A composition fiction will determine under what conditions it is true in

fiction to say that some xs compose objecrT. -4. fundamentality fiction will determine what, if

any, objects are such that it is true in fiction that they have no parts (i.e., if it is true in fiction

that there are simples or gunk and what objects 
^te 

to be considered to be simple ot gunþ)'

The utiJity of mereological fictionalism is considetable because of the possibiJity of

adoptìng d.ifferent fictions in different quantificational contexts. Given the possibility of

adoptìng different mereological ficd.ons, a mereological ficdonalist can offet a solution to at

least one problem posed in Uzquian o Q00þ. If certain "gïoups" do not obey the axiom of

transitivity (i.e., a part of a group-member is not a group-member), unüke fusions, but also

change their members, unlike sets, then they seem to be collections that are neither sets nor

fusions. Consider Uzquiano's example of the United States Supreme Court:

Our problem is this. If the Supreme Court is not a set, then what is it? \Vhat

ontological category does the Supreme Court belong to? It is not difficult to

provide reasons to exclude some familar candidates. The Supreme Court

seems not to be a material object or a mereological fusion of them, since
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membership in the Supreme Court is very diffetent from the part-whole
relation on material objects. The part-whole relation on material objects is a
transitive relation. Thus if one identified the Supreme Court with a matenal

object and Justice Breyer with a part of it, then one would be fotced to
conclude that Justice Breyer's arm must be a part of the Supreme Coutt as

well. Yet, it is plain thatJustice Breyer's arm is neither apart nor a member

of the Supreme Court.1o1

The mereological fictionaüst can solve this problem and avoiding positing the

existence of groups âs a new ontological c tegory, as Uzquiano does, by identiSting the

Supreme Court with a mereological fusion that has as its parts oniy Supreme Coutt justices.

The Supreme Court justices are,in this fictional context, held to be mereological simples and

so, accordifig to mereological fictionalism, a mereological account of the groups can be

.. t 102orrefeo.

Other quantificational contexts will require other objects to be viewed as simples

and, given variation across contexts, fruther puzzles of mereology can be resolved. Consider

a diffrculty outlined by Markosian:

Why should it not be possible that the only physical object that exists is a
perfectìy solid sphere? This seems to me like a perfectJy possible state of
affa:us. But the Poinry View of Simples [i.e. the Point-Sized Answer] is
inconsistent with this possibility. If the Pointy View of Simples were true,

then if a sphere of the sort described existed, then it would have to have an

infinite number of parts, and so it would eúst in 7 very higttly populated

world. More generally, if the Pointy View of Simples were true, then worlds

that contain just one physical object, which happens to be spatially extended,

would all be impossible.to3

Markosian's d.isbelief that a world where only a perfectly solid sphere exists is

impossible is underst¿ndable. Such a world, along with worlds that have only two objects, do

seem perfectly possible. Given mereological fictionalism, there is a relevant sense in which

1or Uzquiâno (200a) p. 136.

r02 Ädopting mereolog'ical anti-essentialism, which alows for objects to change their parts over time, as an

element of the relevant fiction might also be required'

t03 N[2¡l¡q5i¿n (1998a) p. 8.
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the intuition that such a world is possible can be supported. If one adopts a fiction

compatible with, say, the MaxCon Answer, then there is a world where there is only one

spherical thing. This may be true only in fiction; but, if all of out myriad intuitions about

material objects are âccommodated only in ficdon, then this resoludon to Markosian's worry

is the best possible. Ând no other resolution, short of endorsing something like the MaxCon

A.nswer, will suffice.

4. Thinking Outside the Box

Fictionalism about mereology, like mathematscal or modal fictionalism, allows for a formal

system to produce mereological analyses of. any physical objects and, speaking in fiction,

these analyses will be true. Truth in fiction does, however, come apart from truth sinplicinr

when we ask the following sorts of questions: \)7hat does our discourse comrnit us to? Or

what objects are we ontologically committed to? The answer that is true in fiction is "the

totality of objects that arise in our best mereological fiction or, when asked in a patÛ:ct;Jat

context, whatever the best mereological fiction in that context happens to be." The answer

that is true sinplicifer is "the sparse ontology of point-sized objects instantiating point-sized

properdes, which bear fundamental spatiotemporal reladons to one anothet (i'e', the HS-

base)."

Drawing on a comrnon explanatory heuristic, one might finally ask how many

objects the mereological fictionalist believes populate the box below.loa '{,ssume the

following dots ate mereological simples:

oo o

rol The box example is taken from Rosen and Dorr (2002)'
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The mereological Nihilist holds that the box above contains only three objects. The

Universalist holds the box to contain seven objects. Common opinion arguably holds the

box to contain two objects (if contact is thought to fuse two objects into one). The

mereological fi.ctionalist denies that there are, strictly speaking, any objects in the box. This is

because, strictly speaking, being a simple is not a sufficient condition to count as an obiect.

In fact, according to the fi.ctionalist, there are no such simples. ,{s a tesult, the question

about the objects in the box is not one that the f,ctionalist can offer an ans\¡rer to. So, unlike

the Nihitist, rhe ficdonalist is forced to deny the intelligibility of this question and is able to

answer questions about what actually exist only with teference to the HS-base.

The fictionalist can, in principle, offer any answer whatsoever as to how many

objects are located in the box, provided this answer hold only according to a given

mereological fiction. -As a result, if motivations of utility or economy make the Univetsalist

answef appealing in a given context, then it is true in fiction there are seven objects in the

box. If the parsimony of the Nihlist ânswer is relevantly compelling, then it is true in fiction

that there are three objects. Or if the fiction of the layperson is to be trusted, then it is true

in fiction that there are two or perhaps thtee objects.
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